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Quantization of the Teichmüller space of a punctured Riemann surface S is an
approach to 3–dimensional quantum gravity, and is a prototypical example of quan-
tization of cluster varieties. Any simple loop  in S gives rise to a natural trace-of-
monodromy function I./ on the Teichmüller space. For any ideal triangulation � of
S , this function I./ is a Laurent polynomial in the square-roots of the exponentiated
shear coordinates for the arcs of �. An important problem was to construct a
quantization of this function, I./, namely to replace it by a noncommutative Laurent
polynomial in the quantum variables. This problem, which is closely related to the
framed protected spin characters in physics, has been solved by Allegretti and Kim
using Bonahon and Wong’s SL2 quantum trace for skein algebras, and by Gabella
using Gaiotto, Moore and Neitzke’s Seiberg–Witten curves, spectral networks, and
writhe of links. We show that these two solutions to the quantization problem coincide.
We enhance Gabella’s solution and show that it is a twist of the Bonahon–Wong
quantum trace.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Quantization of Teichmüller space

Quantization of the Teichmüller space of a Riemann surface appeared in the late 1990s
as an approach to .2C1/–quantum gravity in mathematical physics. Certain versions of
quantum Teichmüller spaces were first established by Kashaev [24] and independently
by Fock and Chekhov [10; 11]. The Chekhov–Fock formulation was later generalized
by Fock and Goncharov to the theory of quantum cluster varieties [14]. Here we review
the Chekhov–Fock(–Goncharov) quantum Teichmüller theory.

Let S be a punctured surface, which is the result of removing a finite number of
points, called punctures, from a closed oriented surface of finite genus. Among several
versions of Teichmüller spaces of S, we will consider the enhanced Teichmüller space
XC.S/, also known as the holed Teichmüller space; see Fock and Goncharov [10; 13]
as well as Bonahon and Liu [3; 29]. By definition, XC.S/ is the set of all complete
hyperbolic metrics h on S up to isotopy, enhanced with a choice of an orientation
of a small loop surrounding each puncture whose monodromy with respect to h is
hyperbolic. The space XC.S/ is a contractible smooth manifold equipped with the
Weil–Petersson Poisson structure [10; 13]. A nice coordinate system requires the
choice of an ideal triangulation � of S, which is a collection of isotopy classes of
mutually nonintersecting simple paths running between punctures, called (ideal) arcs,
dividing S into (ideal) triangles. Per each arc e of �, Thurston’s shear coordinate
function xe D xeI� is associated [3; 10; 13; 29; 31; 37], and they together comprise a
global coordinate system of XC.S/. Their exponentials Xe WD exp.xe/ are particularly
convenient. The Poisson bracket is given by fXe; Xf g D "efXeXf , for all e; f 2�,
where "ef Daef �afe 2Z, with aef being the number of corners of ideal triangles of�
formed by e and f appearing clockwise in this order. Per change of ideal triangulations,
the coordinate change formulas for the exponentiated shear coordinates are rational,
providing examples of so-called cluster X–mutations; see Fock and Goncharov [12; 13].

For a chosen triangulation �, a quantum deformed version of the classical Poisson
algebra generated by the exponentiated shear coordinates Xe and their inverses had
been constructed as the C–algebra generated by the symbols yXe and their inverses,
with e running through all arcs of �, modulo the relations yXe yXf D q2"ef yXf yXe for all
e; f 2�, where q 2C� is the quantum parameter. This algebra is called the Chekhov–
Fock algebra T q� ; see Liu [29] and Bonahon and Liu [3]. A key aspect of quantum
Teichmüller theory is consistency under change of triangulations. It has been shown that,
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for each pair of ideal triangulations� and�0, there exists a quantum coordinate change
isomorphism ˆ

q
�;�0 W Frac.T q�0/! Frac.T q�/ between the skew-fields of fractions of

the Chekhov–Fock algebras that recovers the classical formula as q D 1 and satisfies
the consistency equations ˆq�;�00 Dˆq�;�0 ıˆq�0;�00 [11; 29]. The algebras Frac.T q�/
for different � can then be identified by these isomorphisms in a consistent manner,
forming a quantum Teichmüller space [3; 29].

The algebraic aspects of [3; 10; 11; 14; 24; 29] were mostly on establishing this
consistent quantum Teichmüller space as just described, but not so much on finding a
deformation quantization map, a map sending a classical function to a quantum counter-
part. One must first determine which functions to quantize. Fock and Goncharov [12]
suggested to consider the functions that can be written as Laurent polynomials in
the exponentiated shear coordinates .Xe/e2� for every ideal triangulation �, ie the
regular functions on XC.S/ viewed as (R>0–points of) a Fock–Goncharov cluster
X–variety. This important class of functions, called the universally Laurent functions,
forms the classical Poisson algebra to be quantized, and is denoted by L.XC.S//. By
a deformation quantization we mean a map

(1-1) Iq� W L.XC.S//! T q�
satisfying favorable properties, eg when q D 1 this should be the tautological classical
map, and this map (for general q) must be consistent under the quantum coordinate
change Iq�0 D Iq� ıˆq�;�0 . Existence of such a map was conjectured in [12] and a
solution was first given in Allegretti and Kim [2]. Later, another solution was given by
Gabella [16]. Our goal is to compare these two solutions.

1.2 Allegretti–Kim quantization using Bonahon–Wong quantum trace

A basic example of a universally Laurent function on the enhanced Teichmüller space
XC.S/ is the trace-of-monodromy function along a loop. Let  be any non-null-
homotopic simple loop in S. Note that a point of the Teichmüller space yields a mon-
odromy representation � W�1.S/! PSL.2;R/, defined up to conjugation in PSL.2;R/.
The function I./ WD jtrace.�.//j is almost universally Laurent on XC.S/; it is
universally Laurent not in the exponentiated shear coordinates Xe in general, but only
in their square-roots Ze WD

p
Xe . It is known (see Fock and Goncharov [12], Shen [35]

and Gross, Hacking and Keel [22]) that any element of L.XC.S// is generated by these
basic functions, together with relatively easy extra functions associated to punctures. So
the problem of quantization almost boils down to quantizing these trace-of-monodromy
functions I./.
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The appearance of the square-roots of the exponentiated shear coordinates in I./

forces us to replace the target space of the map in (1-1) by the bigger space T !� , which
is the C–algebra generated by the symbols yZe and their inverses, modulo the relations
yZe yZf D!2"ef yZf yZe . Here qD!4, and T q� embeds into T !� by yXe 7! yZ2e , for all e2T .

Bonahon–Wong quantum trace [4] (see also [9; 27; 28]) is an algebra homomorphism

(1-2) Tr!� W SA.S/! T !� with AD !�2:
Here SA.S/ is the skein algebra (see Przytycki [32] and Turaev [38]) of S at quantum
parameter A 2 C�, which is the C–module generated by isotopy classes of framed
unoriented links in the thickened surface S� .�1; 1/ subject to certain local relations.
The product of two framed links is given by stacking one above the other. The
skein algebra SA.S/ is known to be a quantization of the SL2–character variety of
S in the direction of the Weil–Petersson–Goldman Poisson bracket; see Przytycki
and Sikora [33]. Actually the image of the quantum trace map (1-2) is in a smaller
subalgebra Z!� of T !� , and we can extend the quantum coordinate change isomorphism
of the Chekhov–Fock algebras to the skew-field of fractions of Z!�; see Hiatt [23]
and Bonahon and Wong [4]. The quantum trace map is compatible with this extended
quantum coordinate change. We will recall the definitions of the skein algebra, the
Bonahon–Wong quantum trace map, as well as all these facts in Section 3.

Any simple loop  in S can be considered as a framed link in the thickened surface
S� .�1; 1/, using the standard blackboard framing. In Allegretti and Kim [2], the
function I./ is quantized by setting

Iq�./D Tr!�./:

We note that a full description of Iq� involves still more nontrivial ideas; see [2]. For
example, the above recipe Iq�./D Tr!�./ does not immediately fit into the original
setting as in (1-1), but only into a certain square-root version. We also note that the
Bonahon–Wong quantum trace enjoys some more properties in accordance with the
conjecture of Fock and Goncharov [12] for Iq�; see [2] and also Cho, Kim, Kim and
Oh [7] for an important positivity property.

1.3 Another quantization using Gabella quantum holonomy

Gabella [16] constructed, for every oriented simple loop  in S, a quantum holonomy
TrHol!�./ 2 T !� . Gabella’s construction works for general Lie groups SLN , where
the algebra T !� is replaced by the Fock–Goncharov quantum moduli space. The
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construction is based on works of Gaiotto, Moore and Neitzke [17; 18; 19; 20] and
Galakhov, Longhi and Moore [21], which give a correspondence between the GLN
holonomies for the surface S and the abelian GL1 holonomies for certain N–fold
branched covers of S. Building on these works, and combining with the idea of
Bonahon and Wong about going to three dimensions, Gabella constructed the quantum
holonomy TrHol!�./. In this paper we focus only on the case N D 2.

Let us briefly and informally discuss the main ingredients in Gabella’s construction.
Details will be given in Section 4. Let � W zS�!S be a branched double covering of
S branched over a set V �S consisting of exactly one point in the interior of each
triangle of the triangulation �. Let S0DSnV . Let  W Œ0; 1�!S be a (not necessarily
closed) smooth oriented curve in general position. When the image of  lies in S0,
there are exactly two lifts of  in zS�. If  is considered up to homotopy in S fixing
its endpoints, then it has many more mutually nonhomotopic lifts in zS�. In Gaiotto,
Moore and Neitzke’s construction, based on the triangulation one chooses a certain
finite number of lifts, called admissible lifts, of the homotopy class of  in S. Then, the
GL2 parallel transport for  is expressed as sum over all admissible lifts Q of a formal
variable X Q . Galakhov, Longhi and Moore proposed a quantum parallel transportX

admissible lifts Q
q�wr. Q/ yX Q ;

where wr. Q/ 2 Z is the writhe of the lift Q , ie the number of self-intersections of
Q counted with signs, and yX Q is a certain formal variable associated to Q . This
construction works well for open curves  . When  is a closed oriented curve in S,
one can represent it by a map  W Œ0; 1�!S by choosing a basepoint, then apply the
above construction, where the variables yX Q become monomials in T !� ; in general, the
result depends on the choice of basepoint. Gabella suggested a modification in order
to remove this dependency, and hence to construct a quantum holonomy of a simple
closed oriented curve  in S. Assume  is in general position with respect to the arcs
of �. Choose an arc e of � and cut  along e to get a collection of open curves i .
Apply the Galakhov–Longhi–Moore construction to each of the i . The intersection of
 and a small neighborhood of e is then interpreted as a certain type of tangle in the
thickening of this neighborhood, which can be viewed as a biangle, and a modification
of the operator invariant à la Reshetikhin and Turaev [34; 39] of this tangle is used to
“glue” the quantum holonomy of the arcs i to give the Gabella quantum holonomy
TrHol!�./ 2 T !� [16]. Gabella showed that TrHol!�./ is an isotopy invariant of
simple closed oriented curves  in S. It should be noted that while the Bonahon–Wong
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quantum trace map is defined for unoriented framed links in the thickening of S, the
Gabella quantum holonomy is defined for oriented simple loops in S. The definition of
the Gabella quantum holonomy, where lifting of curves and writhe numbers are used,
is very different from that of the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace.

A special case of our main theorem is:

Theorem 1.1 (part of Theorem 5.2) Suppose S is a punctured surface with an ideal
triangulation �. Let  be a non-null-homotopic oriented simple loop in S. The
Bonahon–Wong quantum trace and the Gabella quantum holonomy for  coincide with
each other:

Tr!�./D TrHol!�./:

Here in the left-hand side we consider  as an unoriented link with the blackboard
framing.

In particular, the deformation quantization map Iq� of Allegretti and Kim using the
Bonahon–Wong quantum trace coincides with Gabella’s solution (after a certain modi-
fication to be explained) for the trace-of-monodromy function I./ 2 L.XC.S// of a
non-null-homotopic simple loop  in S.

1.4 More general result, and proof

Actually we will prove a much more general result. First we show that one can extend
the Gabella quantum holonomy not only to all framed oriented links in the thickening
of S, but also to a larger class of what we call stated VH-tangles in surfaces with
boundary, and for VH-tangles we show that the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace and the
Gabella quantum holonomy are not exactly equal, but related by a certain relation. The
more general result for VH-tangles is actually needed for the proof, as we decompose
the surface into triangles and biangles, and establish the relation in each biangle and
each triangle. Then we show that we can “glue” the relations obtained in the biangles
and triangles to get the desired global relation.

First we allow the surface S to have boundary. So SD† nP , where † is a compact
oriented surface with (possibly empty) boundary and P is a finite set that intersects every
connected component of the boundary of †. By a tangle K in the thickened surface
S�.�1; 1/ we mean an unoriented compact properly embedded framed 1–dimensional
submanifold of S� .�1; 1/. A V-tangle is a tangle K such that for each boundary arc
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b of S, the endpoints of K in b � .�1; 1/ have distinct vertical coordinates, ie distinct
elevations in .�1; 1/. A VH-tangle is a V-tangle K such that for each boundary arc b,
the endpoints of K in b � .�1; 1/ have distinct horizontal coordinates, ie project down
to distinct points in b. By V-isotopy and VH-isotopy we mean the isotopies within the
respective classes. A state of a V-tangle or VH-tangle is a map from its boundary points
to the set fC;�g. Bonahon and Wong [4] extend the definition of the skein algebra to
the stated skein algebra SAs .S/ based on stated V-tangles, and show that the quantum
trace map Tr!� W SAs .S/! T !� can be defined as an algebra homomorphism.

In Gabella’s definition the writhe plays an important role, but the V-isotopy can change
the writhe. This is the reason why we have to consider the finer class of VH-tangles,
as VH-isotopy does not change the writhe. For each VH-isotopy class of a stated VH-
tangle ˛ in S�.�1; 1/ we will define the Gabella quantum holonomy TrHol!�.˛/2T !� ,
extending Gabella’s definition for simple closed curves in S.

If we forget the H-structure in a stated VH-tangle ˛, we get a stated V-tangle. There
is a simple quantity @CS.˛/ 2 Z (see Definition 5.1) which records some information
from this forgetting process.

Theorem 1.2 (main theorem) For a stated VH-tangle ˛ in the thickened surface
S� .�1; 1/

Tr!�.˛/D !2wr.˛/!@CS.˛/ TrHol!�.˛/;

where wr.˛/ is the usual writhe of the tangle ˛ in S� .�1; 1/.
We briefly explain the idea of the proof. For a biangle, we start from the well-known
Reshetikhin–Turaev operator invariant [34; 39], and show that a modification by a
certain boundary twist and writhe still yields an operator invariant. We then show
that the matrix elements of these operator invariants are precisely the Bonahon–Wong
biangle quantum trace and Gabella biangle quantum holonomy. For a triangle, we first
write the Bonahon–Wong triangle factor as the so-called Weyl-ordered monomial times
some power of !, which we call a deviation. Lemma 5.9, our main technical lemma, is
the formula expressing this deviation in terms of a certain combination of writhe in S,
writhe of (Gabella) lifts in zS�, and a sign correction at the sides of the triangle. In the
entire surface, we show that the boundary twists of biangles and the sign corrections of
triangles cancel each other at inner arcs of �, whereas the two kinds of writhes add up
throughout the surface.

While the twist factor !2wr.˛/!@CS.˛/ is indeed what makes possible the forgetting
process from VH-tangles to V-tangles, it also records the orientation information of
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the tangle ˛. In particular, even if ˛ is a closed tangle, so that it has no V-, H-, or
VH-structure, nor a state, the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace and the Gabella quantum
holonomy are not exactly the same, but are related by Tr!�.˛/D !2wr.˛/ TrHol!�.˛/.

Finally, we note that the present version of the paper substantially improves the previous
one [26], with a major new input by Lê who joined the authorship. The construction and
properties of the biangle quantum holonomy were stated only as a conjecture in [26],
and now we resolve that conjecture by using the Reshetikhin–Turaev invariant. Thus
we provide a mathematically rigorous treatment of Gabella’s SL2 quantum holonomy,
whose properties and even the well-definedness had not been completely proved. We
reformulate the construction of Gabella [16] so that it is more easily understandable to
the mathematics community, and provide suitable necessary corrections. The new results
of the present paper enable us to extend the construction of Gabella to a larger class of
tangles (namely all stated VH-tangles), as well as to show that the result is essentially
equal to Bonahon–Wong’s quantum trace [4]. This equality was proved in [26] only
for lifts of simple loops, by using an argument that is not extendable to general tangles.
We prove the equality for general tangles by a more direct and conceptual proof.
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2 Quantum Teichmüller theory

We establish basic definitions, and briefly introduce quantum Teichmüller theory.

2.1 Ideal triangulation of a noncompact surface

In this subsection we choose to mostly follow the terminology conventions of [28],
with some modification.
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Definition 2.1 [28] � A generalized marked surface is a pair .†;P/, where † is a
compact oriented surface with boundary @†, and P is a finite subset of † such that
each component of @† contains at least one point of P .

� The surface orientation on † determines the notion of clockwise/counterclockwise
rotation on (the tangent space of each point of) the surface, and the convention of
the boundary-orientation on the boundary @† coming from the surface orientation is
chosen to be compatible with the clockwise rotation on (points of) the surface near its
boundary.

� Elements of P are called marked points. Elements of P in †n@† are called interior
marked points, or punctures.

� If @†D∅, then .†;P/ is called a punctured surface.

� By the boundary of the generalized marked surface .†;P/ we mean .@†/ nP , and
write it as @† nP .

� A diffeomorphism between generalized marked surfaces .†;P/ and .†0;P 0/ is an
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism †! †0 that restricts to a bijection P ! P 0.
We say .†;P/ and .†0;P 0/ are diffeomorphic if there exists a diffeomorphism between
them.

As mentioned in [28], a generalized marked surface defined this way corresponds to a
“punctured surface with boundary” of [4].

Definition 2.2 By “with boundary” we always mean “with (possibly empty) boundary”.

In particular, in Definition 2.1, we allow @† to be empty. Notice that, in Definition 2.1,
when @† is empty the boundary @† nP of .†;P/ is also empty.

Definition 2.3 [28] Let .†;P/ be a generalized marked surface.

� A P–link is an immersion ˛ W C ! †, where C is a compact unoriented 1–
manifold with boundary, such that

(1) restriction of ˛ onto the interior of C is an embedding into † nP , and

(2) ˛ maps the boundary of C into P .

The interior of this P–link is the image under ˛ of the interior of C , and is
denoted by V̨ .

� When C is Œ0; 1�, we call ˛ a P–arc. When C is S1, we call ˛ a P–knot.
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� When C has no boundary, we call ˛ a closed P–link.

� Two P–links are P–isotopic if they are isotopic in the class of P–links.

� A P–arc is called a boundary arc if it is contained in @†.

� A P–link is often identified with its image in †.

In the literature, the surface is commonly considered to be †nP , in which case a P–arc
corresponds to a so-called ideal arc, a P–knot to a simple loop in † nP , and a closed
P–link to a simple closed curve in † nP . The last line of Definition 2.3 indicates that
a P–link is an unoriented object. One easy observation is that the boundary @† nP is
the disjoint union of interiors of boundary arcs, which are the connected components
of @† nP . The interior of a boundary arc may also be called a boundary arc, by abuse
of notation. We now go on to triangulations.

Definition 2.4 [15; 28] A generalized marked surface .†;P/ is triangulable if and
only if P is nonempty and .†;P/ is not diffeomorphic to one of the following:

� a sphere (with no boundary) with one or two marked points,

� a monogon with no interior marked point, (genus zero, with one boundary
component, with one marked point on the boundary, and no interior marked
point), or

� a bigon with no interior marked point (genus zero, with one boundary component,
with two marked points on the boundary, and no interior marked point), also
called a biangle.

We do not always assume that .†;P/ is triangulable, although we do when we talk
about triangulations. Later, it is crucial that we consider the third case of the above
definition.

Definition and Lemma 2.5 [15; 28] Let .†;P/ be a triangulable generalized marked
surface.

� For integer n� 3, a P–n–gon is a smooth map ˇ W � !† from a regular n–gon �
in the standard plane R2 to †, such that

(1) the restriction of ˇ onto the interior V� is a diffeomorphism onto its image , and

(2) the restriction of ˇ onto each of the n sides of � is a P–arc , called a side (or
edge) of ˇ.

In particular , a P–3–gon is called a P–triangle.
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� If two sides of a P–n–gon coincide as a P–arc , such a side , as well as that P–n–gon ,
is said to be self-folded.

� A P–n–gon is oriented if the relevant map ˇ W � ! † is orientation preserving ,
where � is oriented according to the standard orientation on R2.

� A P–triangulation (or , a triangulation , when P is clear) of † (or , an ideal
triangulation or just a triangulation of .†;P/) is a collection � of P–arcs such that

(1) no P–arc in � bounds a disk whose interior is in † nP ,

(2) no two P–arcs in � intersect in † nP and no two are P–isotopic , and

(3) � is a maximal collection of P–arcs with the above properties (1) and (2).

For a triangulation �, one can replace P–arcs in � by P–arcs in their respective
P–isotopy classes so that every arc in � isotopic to a boundary arc is a boundary arc.
We always assume that � satisfies this condition.

� An element of � is called a (constituent ) edge of the triangulation �. An edge of
� is called a boundary edge of � if it is a boundary arc , and an internal edge of �
otherwise. Let V� be the set of all internal edges of �.

� For a P–triangulation �, the closure of each connected component of †n .Se2� e/
can be naturally given a structure of an oriented P–triangle. By a (constituent )
(P–)triangle of � we mean one of these triangles coming from �. Denote by F.�/
the set of all triangles of �.

� We say .†;P/ is triangulated if it is equipped with a P–triangulation.

The notions of P–triangulation and P–triangle correspond to those of ideal triangulation
and ideal triangle in the literature. Implicitly or explicitly, we will identify two
triangulations if one can be obtained by simultaneous isotopy of (edges of) the other;
when extra care is needed, we shall make it clear. For convenience of the present paper,
we define the notion of the corner of a triangle as follows.

Definition and Lemma 2.6 Let t be a constituent triangle of a triangulation � of
a generalized marked surface .†;P/. Let ˇ W � ! † be a map giving t an oriented
P–triangle structure. Let e, f and g be the sides of � , appearing clockwise in this
order. Denote by the same labels e, f and g the corresponding sides of t . The three
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pairs of sides .e; f /, .f; g/, and .g; e/ are called corners of t . The three corners of t
are well defined and mutually distinct.

Visually, one can consider a corner .e; f / of t as being a small part of t n .e[f [g/
close to the vertex of t shared by e and f , lying in between e and f . There may
arise some confusion when dealing with a self-folded triangle. In the above definition,
we give three different labels e, f and g for the three sides, however sometimes we
identify a side with its image, in which case we will need only two distinct labels for
the sides of a self-folded triangle, say e, e and f . Notice that, still in such a case,
the three corners .e; e/, .e; f / and .f; e/ of this triangle are unambiguously defined.
However, a pair of edges of � may not be sufficient to determine a corner, because
sometimes such a pair may represent corners of two different triangles.

We find it convenient to define the following notion here:

Definition 2.7 Let � be a triangulation of a generalized marked surface .†;P/, and
let  be a closed P–link in †. Denote by #. \�/ the total number of intersections
of  and the edges of �; it can be infinite. We say that  is in a minimal position
with respect to � if #. \�/ is minimal among the numbers #. 0\�/, where  0 runs
through all P–links that are P–isotopic to  .

It is easy to see that if  is in a minimal position with respect to �, then #. \�/
is finite. It is well known that the intersection numbers #. \ e/ for the edges e 2�
completely determine the P–link  in a minimal position, up to P–isotopy.

Lemma 2.8 Let � be a triangulation of a generalized marked surface .†;P/, and let
 be a closed P–link in †. Let  0 be a closed P–link that is P–isotopic to  and is
in a minimal position with respect to �. For each e 2�, denote by ae./ 2 Z�0 the
number of intersections of  0 and e, called the intersection number of  and e.

The intersections numbers completely determine a closed P–link  up to P–isotopy.

For a proof, we refer to [12]; the intersection numbers are two times the Fock–Goncharov
tropical A–coordinate of  , and it is straightforward to reconstruct  out of these
numbers.

As is widely used in the literature, counting of corners effectively encodes the combi-
natorics of �.
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Definition 2.9 Let � be a triangulation of a generalized marked surface .†;P/. Let e
and f be constituent edges of �, and let t be a constituent triangle of �. Define

cef .t/D c�ef .t/ WD
�
1 if .e; f / is a corner of t ;
0 otherwise;

"ef .t/D "�ef .t/ WD cef .t/� cfe.t/;
"ef D "�ef WD

X
t2F.�/

"ef .t/:

The matrix "D "� D ."ef /e;f 2� is called the exchange matrix of �.

The matrix " is sometimes called the signed adjacency matrix (see [15]), or a face
matrix (see [28]). Notice that the matrix B D .bij / of [15] coincides with the above
"D ."ij / when� has no self-folded triangles, and otherwise it differs from " in general.

2.2 Teichmüller space and shear coordinates

The basic geometric objects of study are certain versions of the so-called Teichmüller
space of a surface .†;P/. In general, the Teichmüller space of a surface refers to the
space of all complete hyperbolic metrics on the surface, considered up to pullback by
diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. In the case of a generalized marked surface,
some care is needed for the behavior near the boundary and marked points. The most
general case appears in Dylan Allegretti’s thesis [1], which we follow. Like in [1],
we formulate using the monodromy representations instead of directly dealing with
hyperbolic metrics.

Definition 2.10 (enhanced Teichmüller space of a punctured surface [3; 10; 12; 13;
29]) Let .†;P/ be a triangulable generalized marked surface, and suppose that .†;P/
is a punctured surface, ie @†D∅.

� The Teichmüller space T .†;P/ is the set

(2-1) Homdf;†.�1.† nP/;PSL.2;R//=PSL.2;R/:

More precisely, T .†;P/ consists of all faithful group homomorphisms from �1.†nP/
to PSL.2;R/ that have discrete image such that the quotient H=�.�1.† nP// of the
upper half-plane is homeomorphic to † nP , where an element of T .†;P/ is defined
up to conjugation by an element of PSL.2;R/.
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� Given a point of T .†;P/, ie an equivalence class of a group homomorphism
� W �1.† nP/! PSL.2;R/, an element p of P is called a cusp (with respect to �) if
the image under � of a small loop surrounding p is a parabolic element of PSL.2;R/,
and called a hole (with respect to �) if this image is a hyperbolic element of PSL.2;R/.

� The enhanced Teichmüller space XC.†;P/ is the set of all pairs .�;O/, where �
is a point of T .†;P/, and O is the choice of an orientation for (a loop surrounding)
each hole with respect to �; using the surface orientation of †, the data of O can be
represented as a sign for each hole (clockwise or counterclockwise orientation of a
loop surrounding the hole).

Definition 2.11 (enhanced Teichmüller space for a triangulable generalized marked
surface [1]) Let .†;P/ be a triangulable generalized marked surface with nonempty
boundary @†¤∅.

� Let .†op;Pop/ be the same generalized marked surface as .†;P/, except equipped
with the opposite orientation. Choose a parametrization for each boundary component
of †, which induces a parametrization for the corresponding boundary component
of †op. Glue † and †op along these parametrized boundary components to con-
struct a smooth oriented surface †D without boundary; denote by PD the marked
points on †D coming from P and Pop. The resulting generalized marked surface
.†D;PD/DW .†;P/D, which is a punctured surface, is called the doubled surface for
.†;P/. Let � W†D!†D be the natural involutive diffeomorphism exchanging † and
†op, induced by the identification †$†op.

� The (generalized) enhanced Teichmüller space XC.†;P/ is defined as the �–invariant
subspace of the enhanced Teichmüller space XC.†D;PD/ of the doubled surface
.†D;PD/, where XC.†D;PD/ is as in Definition 2.10, and � acts on XC.†D;PD/

naturally on the hyperbolic metrics and by reversing the (signs of the) orientations of
the holes.

As a consequence of the above definition, for a point of XC.†D;PD/ yielding a point
of XC.†;P/, ie for an �–invariant point of XC.†D;PD/, each marked point of PD

corresponding to a marked point of P lying in the boundary of † is a cusp.1

A starting point of many problems related to Teichmüller spaces is a construction of
suitable coordinate systems for XC.†;P/. Among various kinds, what is relevant to

1We thank the referee and Dylan Allegretti for pointing this out.
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the current situation is Thurston’s shear coordinate function [3; 10; 13; 29; 31; 37],
which makes use of the choice of an ideal triangulation.

Proposition 2.12 (Thurston–Fock theorem [1; 10; 13; 31; 37]) Let � be a trian-
gulation of a triangulable generalized marked surface .†;P/. There exists a global
coordinate system for the enhanced Teichmüller space XC.†;P/, whose coordinate
functions are enumerated by the internal edges e of the triangulation �. These coor-
dinate functions Xe D X�e W XC.†;P/! R>0 associated to e 2 V�, each of which
is called the exponentiated shear coordinate for the internal edge e 2�, provide a
bijection

XC.†;P/! .R>0/
V� given by .�;O/ 7!Xe.�;O/:

Roughly speaking, in terms of hyperbolic metrics, these coordinates are the “shearing”
amounts that measure how the hyperbolic ideal triangles are glued along their edges
to one another to form the (hyperbolic) surface † nP . A key point of studying these
coordinates is how they transform under change of ideal triangulations.

Proposition 2.13 [10; 13; 29; 31] Let � and �0 be ideal triangulations of a trian-
gulable generalized marked surface .†;P/. Then the exponentiated shear coordinate
functions X 0e0 for the internal edges e0 of �0 can be expressed as rational functions in
terms of those Xe for the internal edges e of �.

2.3 Quantum Teichmüller space

We now review quantum Teichmüller space, which was first constructed in the 1990s by
Kashaev [24] and independently by Chekhov and Fock [10; 11]. For our purposes we
follow the latter works, and their modern developments as appearing in [3; 4; 14; 23; 29].

For each triangulation �, we considered the exponentiated shear coordinate functions
Xe associated to internal edges e 2 V�. They provide identification of the (generalized)
enhanced Teichmüller space XC.†;P/ with .R>0/

V�, making XC.†;P/ a smooth
manifold. This manifold XC.†;P/ is equipped with a natural Poisson structure, named
the Weil–Petersson Poisson structure, whose Poisson brackets among the coordinate
functions are given by

fXe; Xf g D "efXeXf :
Thus one can verify that fX˙1e W e 2 V�g generates a Poisson subalgebra of the ring
C1.XC.†;P// of smooth functions on XC.†;P/. The following noncommutative
algebras serve as quantum deformed versions of this Poisson subalgebra:
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Definition 2.14 [3; 29] Let � be a triangulation of a generalized marked surface
.†;P/, and V� be the set of all internal edges of �. Let „ 2R be a quantum parameter,
and let q WD exp.� i„/ 2C�.

The internal Chekhov–Fock algebra VT q� is an algebra over C defined by generators and
relations:

generating set: f yXe; yX�1e j e 2 V�g;
relations: yXe yXf D q2"ef yXf yXe for all e; f 2 V�;

yXe yX�1e D yX�1e yXe D 1 for all e 2 V�:
The Chekhov–Fock algebra T q� is an algebra over C defined by generators and relations:

generating set: f yXe; yX�1e je 2�g;
relations: yXe yXf D q2"ef yXf yXe for all e; f 2�;

yXe yX�1e D yX�1e yXe D 1 for all e 2�:

Notice that VT q� and T q� coincide when .†;P/ is a punctured surface, which is often
the case in the literature. As the generators of the classical algebra are enumerated by
internal edges, of course VT q� is more natural to consider than T q� , but we shall also need
T q� later. As noted in [3; 4; 23; 29], these algebras VT q� and T q� satisfy the so-called Ore
condition of ring theory [6; 8], and therefore their skew-fields (division algebras) of
fractions Frac. VT q�/ and Frac.T q�/ can be considered. As written in [3; 29], elements of
Frac.T q�/ are formal fraction expressions PQ�1, with P;Q 2 T q� and Q¤ 0, where
two such expressions P1Q�11 and P2Q�12 represent the same element of Frac.T q�/
if there exist nonzero S1; S2 2 T q� such that P1S1 D P2S2 and Q1S1 D Q2S2. A
product of such expressions can also be written as one fraction PQ�1 by algebraic
manipulation. Similar holds for Frac. VT q�/.

Proposition 2.15 [11; 24; 29] There exists a skew-field isomorphism

ˆ
q
�;�0 W Frac.T q�0/! Frac.T q�/

associated to each pair �;�0 of triangulations of a generalized marked surface .†;P/,
satisfying:

(1) When q D 1 it recovers the coordinate change formulas for exponentiated shear
coordinates for internal edges.
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(2) The consistency relation

ˆ
q
�;�00 Dˆq�;�0 ıˆq�0;�00

holds for each triple �;�0; �00 of triangulations.

In fact, the above proposition was first established for the internal Chekhov–Fock
algebras only, ie for the maps Frac. VT q�0/! Frac. VT q�/. We note that these original
results naturally extend to the Chekhov–Fock algebras as written above.

Some authors [3; 4; 29] use the term quantum Teichmüller space to refer to the quotient
of the disjoint union of all the Frac.T q�/ by the equivalence relation given by the
identifications ˆq�;�0 . We might also do so from time to time, but we do not make
serious use of this term.

2.4 Deformation quantization of the Teichmüller space and the quantum
ordering problem

The isomorphisms in Proposition 2.15 let us identify Frac.T q�/ for different � in a
consistent way. However, it is Frac.T q�/ that is being identified with others, instead
of the original Chekhov–Fock algebra T q� which we began with. For certain reasons
elements of Frac.T q�/ belonging to T q� are considered more important. First, in order to
be physically relevant, one must realize elements of the quantum algebra as operators
on a Hilbert space. It is relatively easy to deal with representation of the algebra T q�
on the Hilbert space using functional analysis, but hard to do for its skew-field of
fractions. The second reason comes from the viewpoint of considering the enhanced
Teichmüller space as a cluster X–variety. Each triangulation yields a chart, and regular
functions on this chart are defined as Laurent polynomials in the exponentiated shear
coordinates; we note that Laurent polynomials play a crucial role in the theory of cluster
algebras and cluster varieties. Quantum regular functions for the quantized chart are
noncommutative Laurent polynomials in the quantum counterpart of the exponentiated
shear coordinates.

Hence, for both reasons coming from representation theory and cluster variety theory,
the nice functions to deal with, for both the classical and the quantum cases, are
functions that are regular for every chart, ie that are Laurent polynomials in every
triangulation.

Definition 2.16 Define

Lq� WD
\
�0

ˆ
q
�;�0.T

q
�0/� T q� � Frac.T q�/;
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where the intersection runs through all ideal triangulations�0 of the relevant generalized
marked surface .†;P/, including �. Elements of Frac.T q�/ that belong to Lq� are said
to be universally Laurent.

Lemma 2.17 ˆ
q
�;�0 induces an isomorphism from Lq�0 to Lq�.

This means that the algebras Lq� for different � can be consistently identified, so they
can be collectively denoted by Lq D Lq

.†;P/. That is, in the style used in [3; 4; 29], we
can view Lq DF� Lq�=�, where

F
is the set disjoint union and � is the equivalence

relation coming from ˆ
q
�;�0 .

The discussion so far is only on the construction of a consistent quantum system related
to the classical system, which is the enhanced Teichmüller space with the Weil–Petersson
Poisson structure. That is, we now have an algebra of quantum observables, namely Lq ,
independent of the choice of an ideal triangulation �. Our next step is to establish a
quantization, which is a map from the algebra of classical observables to the algebra of
quantum observables. Namely, given a classical observable, ie a smooth function on
the enhanced Teichmüller space XC.†;P/, what quantum observable do we assign to
it? A place to begin with is each of the exponentiated shear coordinate functions Xe for
a chosen ideal triangulation �. A natural candidate for a quantization map is to send
each Xe to yXe 2 T q� . Then, what about other functions? At the moment, let us only
focus on the functions on XC.†;P/ that can be written as Laurent polynomials in Xe
for a given �, such as XeXf CX�2g . To each such Laurent polynomial in Xe, we’d
like to assign a noncommutative Laurent polynomial in yXe that recovers the classical
one when we put q D 1 and replace each yXe by Xe. For a fixed �, building such an
assignment so that it satisfies the axiom of a “deformation quantization map” is not
so hard. The difficult part is to make sure that such a deformation quantization map
does not depend on the choice of �, in a sense.

The first step is to restrict our attention to (classical) functions on XC.†;P/ that can be
written as Laurent polynomials in the exponentiated shear coordinates for every ideal
triangulation; finding all of them is already a highly nontrivial task, and is accomplished
in [12]. Then, for each �, we must devise a way to assign to each such universally
Laurent function a quantum Laurent polynomial, and prove that the resulting quantum
Laurent polynomials for different � are related to each other by the quantum mutation
maps ˆq�;�0 .

To give some intuition, let us consider a simple toy model. To a function XeXf , what
should we assign? Options are yXe yXf , yXf yXe and qr yXe yXf for some r 2 Z, or maybe
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it could be even more complicated. Which one is the best choice? For a more general
Laurent polynomial, we should choose how to quantize each monomial term. Finding
a good choice of quantum Laurent polynomial so that it satisfies certain favorable
properties is sometimes referred to as the quantum ordering problem, as if it is the
problem of choosing the order of a product of noncommutative quantum functions.

For a monomial, there is a well-known standard answer, namely the Weyl-ordered
product; we formulate this in a general setting:

Definition 2.18 (Weyl-ordered product) Let X1; : : : ;Xn be elements living in an
algebra, and satisfying

XiXj D A2mijXjXi for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng;
for some invertible scalar A and integers mij 2Z. In such a situation, we say that these
n elements A–commute with one another. Define the Weyl-ordered product of these
A–commuting elements as

ŒX1X2 � � �Xn�Weyl WD A�
P
1�i<j�nmijX1X2 � � �Xn:

It is a straightforward exercise to show that the Weyl-ordered product is invariant under
permutation, namely ŒX1 � � �Xn�Weyl equals ŒX�.1/ � � �X�.n/�Weyl for each permutation
� of f1; : : : ; ng; it makes the Weyl-ordered product a standard answer to the quantum
ordering problem of a monomial. However, for our case, for a classical function given
by a Laurent polynomial, the quantum Laurent polynomial obtained by replacing each
constituent monomial XeXf � � � by the Weyl-ordered product Œ yXe yXf � � � �Weyl turns
out not to satisfy the desired property, namely the compatibility under the quantum
mutations ˆq�;�0 . So the quantum ordering problem for universally Laurent functions
cannot be solved just by term-by-term Weyl-ordered products. In the present paper, we
will review two solutions to this problem, one by Allegretti and Kim [2] and the other
by Gabella [16], and finally show that these two answers are the same.

3 Bonahon–Wong quantum trace

3.1 Tangles and skein algebra

The known answers to the quantum ordering problem mentioned in the last section
are heavily based on the work of Bonahon and Wong [4]. Their construction requires
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us to consider tangles, which are 1–dimensional submanifolds in a 3–dimensional
manifold subject to certain conditions and with extra data. Depending on the authors
and situations, these objects can be defined in different ways, and here we recollect
some versions relevant to our paper.

Definition 3.1 � For an oriented surface S with boundary, the thickening of S is the
3–manifold

S� .�1; 1/;
whose boundary is @.S� .�1; 1//D .@S/� .�1; 1/. We also say that S� .�1; 1/ is a
thickened surface.

� The elevation of a point .p; t/ 2S� .�1; 1/ is the .�1; 1/–coordinate, namely t .

� IfA is a subset of S, we say that a point x of S�.�1; 1/ lies overA if x2A�.�1; 1/.

We will mostly apply this definition to

SD† nP
for a generalized marked surface .†;P/. Note that connected components b of @S
are interiors of boundary arcs of .†;P/, hence in particular are diffeomorphic to an
open interval in R; as mentioned already, we refer to these b as boundary arcs of
.†;P/ or of S. Note that the connected components of @S� .�1; 1/, ie the boundary
components of S� .�1; 1/, are the thickenings b � .�1; 1/ of boundary arcs b of S.
The projection to S means the usual projection map S� .�1; 1/!S, or the image
of some subset under this map.

Definition 3.2 (various tangles) Let .†;P/ be a generalized marked surface, not
necessarily triangulable. Let SD† nP .

� A tangle in a thickened surface S� .�1; 1/ is a 1–dimensional compact manifold
K with boundary properly embedded into S� .�1; 1/ such that

(T1) K is equipped with the choice of a framing on it, ie a continuous choice of a
vector in Tx.S� .�1; 1// nTxK for each point x of K, and

(T2) the framing at each endpoint of K (a point of @K � @S� .�1; 1/) is upward
vertical, ie is parallel to the .�1; 1/ factor and points toward 1 of .�1; 1/.

� For a tangle K in S� .�1; 1/, consider the conditions:
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(T3) For each boundary arc b of S, the elevations of the endpoints of K lying over b
are mutually distinct.

(T4) For each boundary arc b of S, no two endpoints of K lying over b project to
the same point in b.

The tangle K is called a V-tangle if it satisfies (T3), an H-tangle if it satisfies (T4), and
a VH-tangle if it satisfies both (T3) and (T4).

� Define each of V-isotopy, H-isotopy, and VH-isotopy as an isotopy within the class
of V-tangles, H-tangles, and VH-tangles, respectively.

� A V-tangle, H-tangle, or VH-tangle is closed if the underlying tangle is closed.

� An oriented version of a tangle, V-tangle, H-tangle and VH-tangle, as well as the
respective isotopies, can be defined.

In particular, by a tangle we always mean a framed tangle. In the three versions of
tangles, the letter V indicates that a V-isotopy class remembers the vertical ordering of
endpoints lying over each boundary arc of S, while H indicates that an H-isotopy class
remembers their horizontal ordering. A tangle K in S� .�1; 1/ can be represented by
an embedding map C !S� .�1; 1/ of a compact 1–dimensional manifold C with
boundary into S� .�1; 1/, together with the data of framing. The tangles are often
studied through their projections in the surface S, called tangle diagrams.

Definition 3.3 � A tangle diagram in an oriented surface S with boundary is a 1–
dimensional compact manifold D with boundary properly immersed into S so that the
interior of D lies in the interior of S, the boundary @D of D lies in the boundary @S,
and the only possible singularities are transverse double self-intersections lying in the
interior S n @S of S, together with the data:

(TD1) For each self-intersection of D, called a crossing, the over- or under-passing
information, ie an ordering of the two small pieces (“strands”) of D forming
the crossing (one is under and the other is over).

In a picture, for each crossing x, the underpassing part of D is drawn as broken lines,
ie a small neighborhood of x in this part is deleted. The elements of @D are called the
endpoints of D. An isotopy of tangle diagrams is an isotopy within the class of tangle
diagrams, preserving the over- and under-passing information of the crossings.

� A boundary-ordering on a tangle diagram D is the data:
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(TD2) For each boundary arc b of S, the choice of a (total) ordering on the set
@bD WD @D\ b, called a vertical ordering on @bD; if x 2 @bD is higher than
y 2 @bD in this ordering, we write x � y.

A tangle diagram D equipped with a boundary-ordering is called a boundary-ordered
tangle diagram. When the boundary-ordering is clear from the context, it is denoted
just by D. An isotopy of boundary-ordered tangle diagrams is an isotopy within the
class of boundary-ordered tangle diagrams, preserving the over- and under-passing
information of the crossings and the boundary-ordering.

� An oriented tangle diagram, a boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagram and their
respective isotopies are defined analogously.

For a tangleK in S�.�1; 1/, we consider the following conditions in order to represent
it via its projection in S:

(P1) The framing at every point of K is upward vertical.

(P2) The projection D of K via the projection S� .�1; 1/!S is a tangle diagram,
where the over- and under-passing information of crossings are induced by the
elevations of the points of K.

It is known that each of a V-tangle, H-tangle or VH-tangle can be isotoped within
the respective class to another one satisfying (P1) and (P2). For each case, the over-
and under-passing information (TD1) for each crossing is naturally induced from K.
For a V-tangle or a VH-tangle, the vertical ordering (TD2) on @bD for each boundary
arc b of S is induced by the ordering on @K \ .b � .�1; 1// coming from elevations;
hence the name vertical ordering. We find it convenient to define also the notion of a
horizontal ordering on @bD:

Definition 3.4 Let b be a boundary arc of a surface S (with boundary).

� The choice of an orientation on b induces an ordering on the points of b called
the horizontal ordering on b as follows: a point x 2 b is (horizontally) higher
than y 2 b if the direction from y to x matches the chosen orientation on b.

� Let D be a tangle diagram in S. The horizontal ordering on the set @bD with
respect to an orientation on b is the ordering induced by the horizontal ordering
on b.

If S is an oriented surface and no particular orientation on b is chosen, we use the
boundary-orientation on b (see Definition 2.1) coming from the surface orientation on S.
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Figure 1: Elementary moves for tangles. From left to right: framed Reide-
meister moves I, II and III, and the boundary exchange move.

Note that, once (P1) and (P2) are satisfied, a V-tangle or a VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/
yields a boundary-ordered tangle diagram in S via projection, while an H-tangle yields
a tangle diagram. We say that such a diagram is a diagram of the respective tangle.
Conversely, from an isotopy class of one of these three kinds of tangle diagrams
one can recover a unique isotopy class of a respective kind of tangle in S� .�1; 1/.
However, nonisotopic tangle diagrams may yield isotopic tangles, if they differ by
certain “moves”.

(M1) For framed Reidemeister moves I, II and III (as in Figure 1 left, center left, and
center right), the left tangle diagram and the right tangle diagram differ only in a
small disc where they differ as in the picture.

(M2) For the boundary-exchange move (as in Figure 1, right), where the shaded region
indicates the inside of the surface, the vertical thin line part of a boundary arc b,
the left tangle diagram D1 and the right tangle diagram D2 differ only in a small
half-disc near the boundary as in the picture, and the vertical orderings on @bD1
and @bD2 match each other with respect to the natural bijection @bD1$ @bD2

sending x to x and y to y.

Proposition 3.5 (correspondence between tangle diagrams and tangles [30]) Let S
be an oriented surface (with boundary).

(1) Tangle diagrams in S yield isotopic tangles in S� .�1; 1/ if and only if they
are related by a sequence of isotopies of tangle diagrams and moves from (M1)
and (M2).

(2) Tangle diagrams in S yield isotopic H-tangles in S� .�1; 1/ if and only if they
are related by a sequence of isotopies of tangle diagrams and moves from (M1).

(3) Boundary-ordered tangle diagrams in S yield isotopic V-tangles in S� .�1; 1/
if and only if they are related by a sequence of isotopies of tangle diagrams and
moves from (M1) and (M2).
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(4) Boundary-ordered tangle diagrams in S yield isotopic VH-tangles in S�.�1; 1/
if and only if they are related by a sequence of isotopies of tangle diagrams and
moves from (M1).

The statements for oriented versions hold analogously.

We finally define the stated skein algebra through the following definitions.

Definition 3.6 Let .†;P/ be a (not necessarily triangulable) generalized marked
surface. Let SD† nP .

� A state on a tangle K in S� .�1; 1/ is an assignment of a sign to each endpoint
of K, ie a map s W @K! fC;�g. A stated tangle is a pair .K; s/ of a tangle K and a
state s on K. The stated versions of various kinds of tangles, such as stated V-tangles,
are defined analogously.

� A state on a tangle diagram D is a map s W @D!fC;�g. A stated tangle diagram is
a pair .D; s/ of a tangle diagram D and a state s on D. The stated versions of various
kinds of tangle diagrams, such as stated boundary-ordered tangle diagrams, are defined
analogously.

� If @K D∅ or @DD∅, the only possible state is denoted by ∅, and the stated tangle
.K;∅/ and the stated tangle diagram .D;∅/ are said to be closed.

Definition 3.7 (the skein algebra [4; 32; 38]) Let .†;P/ and S be as in Definition 3.6.
Let A 2C�. The (Kauffman bracket) stated skein algebra SAs .†;P/ is the associative
C–algebra defined as follows:

� The underlying C–vector space is freely spanned by the isotopy classes of all possible
stated V-tangles in S� .�1; 1/, modulo the following relations, where an element of
SAs .†;P/ represented by the stated tangle .K; s/ is denoted by ŒK; s�, and is called a
stated skein:

(SA1) Kauffman bracket skein relation For each triple of stated V-tangles .K1; s1/,
.K0; s0/ and .K1; s1/ that differ only over a small open disc in the interior
of S as in Figure 2, one has

ŒK1; s1�D A�1ŒK0; s0�CAŒK1; s1�:
(SA2) The trivial loop relation For each pair of stated V-tangles .K; s/ and .K 0; s0/

that differ only over a small disc U such that the intersection of the tangle
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K1 K0 K1

Figure 2: Kauffman triple of tangles.

diagram of K with U is a contractible loop while the intersection of the tangle
diagram of K 0 with U is empty, one has:

ŒK; s�D�.A2CA�2/ŒK 0; s0�:
� Let ŒK1; s1� and ŒK2; s2� be stated skeins. Let

ŒK1; s1�D ŒK 01; s01� and ŒK2; s2�D ŒK 02; s02�
be such thatK 01�S�.�1; 0/ andK 02�S�.0; 1/, obtained, for example, by vertically
rescaling and translating K1 and K2. Then the product ŒK1; s1�ŒK1; s2� of the two
stated skeins in SAs .†;P/ is defined as the stated skein ŒK; s�, where the stated V-tangle
.K; s/ is the union of .K 01; s01/ and .K 02; s02/.

� A stated skein ŒK;∅� represented by a closed stated V-tangle .K;∅/ is said to be
closed.

By forgetting the states, one can also define the (Kauffman bracket) skein algebra
SA.†;P/ spanned by skeins ŒK�, which goes back to [38]. The above is one of the
several slightly different definitions of what can be called a skein algebra, suited to
our purpose; see also [9; 27; 28]. It is easy to see that the subspace spanned by all
closed skeins is a subalgebra, and often this subalgebra is the only focus of attention
(see [28]), however, we shall see that we need the full stated skein algebra.

3.2 Square-root quantum Teichmüller space

The skein algebra SA.†;P/ is in general noncommutative, and is commutative when
AD˙1. It has been observed that the family of algebras SA.†;P/, with fixed .†;P/
and A being a varying parameter, yields a version of quantization of the so-called
SL2.C/–character variety of the surface † n P with respect to the Weil–Petersson–
Goldman Poisson structure; see [4] for references. On the other hand, this character
variety is closely related to the (enhanced) Teichmüller space equipped with the Weil–
Petersson Poisson structure, whose corresponding quantum version is established by
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Chekhov and Fock [10; 11] and by Kashaev [24], as explained in Section 2.3. Thus
it is a natural expectation that the skein algebras SA.†;P/ should be related to the
quantum Teichmüller space, and a precise map relating them is what Bonahon and
Wong constructed in [4]. However, the image of the Bonahon–Wong map lies not in the
quantum Teichmüller space as presented in Section 2.3, but in its square-root version,
which we now recall.

Following [4] and [23], the Chekhov–Fock algebra T q� shall be redefined in a slightly
different way than in Definition 2.14. Another quantum parameter ! is introduced, and
two algebras T !� and T q� will be constructed so that T q� is embedded in T !� .

Definition 3.8 [4; 23] Let� be a triangulation of a generalized marked surface .†;P/.

� Let t be an oriented P–triangle of �, and let et;1, et;2 and et;3 be the three sides
of t appearing clockwise in this order. In this definition each side is viewed as a map
from a closed interval into the triangle, not just as its image, hence these three sides are
distinct, whether or not t is self-folded. The triangle algebra T !t associated to t with
a nonzero complex parameter ! is defined as the algebra over C generated by three
elements yZt;1, yZt;2 and yZt;3, and their inverses yZ�1t;1 , yZ�1t;2 and yZ�1t;3 , with relations

yZt;1 yZt;2 D !2 yZt;2 yZt;1; yZt;2 yZt;3 D !2 yZt;3 yZt;2 and yZt;3 yZt;1 D !2 yZt;1 yZt;3;
together with the trivial relations yZt;i yZ�1t;i D yZ�1t;i yZt;i D 1 for i D 1; 2; 3.

� The generators yZt;1, yZt;2 and yZt;3 of T !t are thought of as being associated to the
three sides et;1, et;2 and et;3. In particular, when these sides are named e, f and g,
then yZt;e, yZt;f and yZt;g denote yZt;1, yZt;2 and yZt;3 respectively.

� Write all triangles of� as t1; t2; : : : ; tm, somDjF.�/j. Consider the tensor product
algebra

mO
jD1

T !tj D T !t1 ˝ � � �˝ T !tm :

When referring to an element Z1˝Z2˝ � � � ˝Zm of
Nm
jD1 T !tj , if some factor Zj

equals 1 2 T !tj then we may omit that factor, provided that one can still see clearly
which factor of the element lives in which factor of the tensor product algebra. The
element 1˝ 1˝ � � �˝ 1 is denoted by 1.

� To each edge e of �, we associate an element yZe of
Nm
jD1 T !tj defined as:

(1) If e is an internal edge that is not a self-folded edge, then e is a side of two
distinct triangles tj and tk; in this case, let yZe WD yZtj ;e˝ yZtk ;e.
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(2) If e is a self-folded edge of a triangle tj , let e1, e2 and f be the three sides of
tj appearing clockwise in this order with images of e1 and e2 coinciding hence
forming the self-folded edge; in this case, let

yZe WD !�1 yZtj ;e1 yZtj ;e2 D ! yZtj ;e2 yZtj ;e1 :
(3) If e is a boundary edge, and belongs to a triangle tj , then let yZe WD yZtj ;e.

We also define an element yXe of
Nm
jD1 T !tj as

yXe WD yZ2e :
� Let

q D !4:
Inside

Nm
jD1 T !tj , define

(3-1)

T !� WD the subalgebra of
mO
jD1

T !tj generated by f yZe; yZ�1e j e 2�g;

T q� WD the subalgebra of
mO
jD1

T !tj generated by f yXe; yX�1e j e 2�g;

by a slight abuse of notation. Both are called the Chekhov–Fock algebras associated
to �.

It is easy to observe that the generators of the Chekhov–Fock algebras satisfy the
relations

yZe yZf D !2"ef yZf yZe; for all e; f 2�;
and hence

yXe yXf D q2"ef yXf yXe; for all e; f 2�:
Keep in mind that we have injective algebra homomorphism

T q� ,! T !� given by yXe 7! yZ2e ; for all e 2�:
From now on, we will only use Definition 3.8, instead of Definition 2.14.

In order to obtain quantum coordinate change maps for the square-root generators as
rational formulas, we need to consider:

Definition 3.9 [4; 23] � Denote the generators of the Chekhov–Fock algebra T !�
associated to the edges of � labeled e1; e2; : : : ; en by yZe1 ; yZe2 ; : : : ; yZen ; in par-
ticular, n D j�j. A monomial in T !� is an element !N yZk1e1 yZk2e2 � � � yZknen for some
N; k1; k2; : : : ; kn 2 Z. A monomial !N yZk1e1 yZk2e2 � � � yZknen is said to be balanced if, for
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every triangle tj of �, the exponents ki of the generators yZei associated to the three
sides of tj add up to an even number, where the exponent ki for a self-folded edge ei
is counted with multiplicity two in this sum.

� The Chekhov–Fock (balanced) square-root algebra Z!� is defined as the subspace of
the Chekhov–Fock algebra T !� spanned by all balanced monomials of T !� .

� The balanced square-root fraction algebra, denoted by bFrac.Z!�/, is defined as the
subalgebra of Frac.T !� / consisting of elements that can be written as PQ�1, with
P 2 Z!� and Q 2 T q� � T !� .

As mentioned in [4], one can check that Frac.T q�/ is naturally contained in bFrac.Z!�/.
Hiatt [23] constructed quantum coordinate change maps for the (balanced) square-root
algebras extending ˆq�;�0 for the usual Chekhov–Fock algebras, in the following sense:

Proposition 3.10 (Hiatt [23], see also [4]) Let .†;P/ be a triangulable generalized
marked surface. Let q and ! be nonzero complex numbers such that q D !4. There
exists an algebra isomorphism

‚!�;�0 W bFrac.Z!�0/! bFrac.Z!�/

associated to each pair �;�0 of triangulations of .†;P/, satisfying:

(1) The restriction of ‚!�;�0 to Frac.T q�/ coincides with the map ˆ
q
�;�0 from

Proposition 2.15.

(2) The consistency relation

‚!�;�00 D‚!�;�0 ı‚!�0;�00
holds for each triple �;�0; �00 of triangulations.

Remark 3.11 The algebra Z!� is a quantum torus [5, Corollary 13], and hence admits
a skew-field of fractions Frac.Z!�/. It can be shown that Frac.Z!�/ coincides with
bFrac.Z!�/, simplifying the situation. Here is a sketch of proof: Viewing bFrac.Z!�/ as
a module over Frac.T q�/, it is a free module, as any module over a skew-field is free,
and one can easily see that this module is of finite rank d . For any nonzero element x
of bFrac.Z!�/, note that 1; x; x2; : : : ; xd are linearly dependent over Frac.T q�/, hencePd
iD1 cixi D 0 for some c0; : : : ; cd 2 Frac.T q�/ that are not all zero. Since x is not a

zero divisor, c0 must be nonzero, and hence can be assumed to be 1. It follows that
1 D �.c1 C c2x C � � � C cdxd�1/x, showing that x is invertible. So bFrac.Z!�/ is a
skew-field, and hence coincides with the skew-field of fractions of Z!�.
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As pointed out in [4], this map ‚!�;�0 is much better understood in terms of operators
on Hilbert spaces. This operator-theoretic viewpoint will be made clear and explicit in
an upcoming work [25] (see [36] for an attempt).

Similarly as in the case of Frac.T q�/, by the square-root quantum Teichmüller space
we mean the quotient of the disjoint union of all bFrac.Z!�/ by the equivalence relation
given by the identifications ‚!�;�0 . Also, as an analog of Definition 2.16, the ring of
square-root quantum regular functions can be defined as

(3-2) L!� WD
\
�0

‚!�;�0.Z
!
�0/� Z!� � bFrac.Z!�/� Frac.T !� /;

by a slight abuse of notation with the previously defined symbol Lq�. As‚!�;�0 induces
a natural isomorphism from L!�0 to L!�, we may denote L!� for all � collectively
by L! D L!

.†;P/, or understand this situation as L! DF
� L!�=�, where � is the

equivalence relation coming from the maps ‚!�;�0 .

3.3 Quantum trace map

If we restrict our attention only to triangulable generalized marked surfaces .†;P/ with
empty boundary, ie punctured surfaces, we are ready to state the result of Bonahon and
Wong, namely a map from the skein algebra of this surface to the square-root quantum
Teichmüller space. In the meantime, one of the major defining properties of this map
is the cutting/gluing property, which is a certain compatibility that holds when cutting
the surface (together with a skein) along a P–arc, ie an edge of some triangulation. In
order to fully reflect this property, it is not just a luxury but rather a must, that we state
Bonahon and Wong’s result in complete generality for any triangulable generalized
marked surface, instead of only for punctured surfaces without boundary.

Bonahon and Wong [4] described the process of gluing surfaces and skeins along
two boundary arcs of a (not necessarily connected) surface. To conveniently attain
uniqueness of such a process, we instead formulate everything in terms of cutting.

Definition and Lemma 3.12 (cutting construction) Let .†;P/ be a generalized
marked surface , not necessarily connected nor triangulable. Let b be a P–arc in †,
and assume that the interior Vb of b lies in the interior † n @† of the surface.

� Let .†0;P 0/ be the unique (up to diffeomorphism) generalized marked surface
obtained from .†;P/ by cutting along b. In particular , there is a natural (gluing) map
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†0!†, whose restriction to P 0 yields a correspondence P 0! P . The preimage of b
under †0! † is the union of two boundary arcs of .†0;P 0/, denoted by b1 and b2.
The gluing map †0!† restricts to a diffeomorphism †0 n .b1[ b2/!† n b.

� Suppose that K is a tangle in .† nP/� .�1; 1/ satisfying:

(C1) K is transverse to b � .�1; 1/, and

(C2) the framing of K at each point in K \ .b � .�1; 1// is upward vertical.

The above process of cutting along b uniquely yields a tangle K 0 in .†0 nP 0/� .�1; 1/,
equipped with a map K 0!K. The number of preimages of x 2K under K 0!K is
two if x 2 b, and is one otherwise.

� Suppose further that .†;P/ is triangulable , and that � is a triangulation of .†;P/
such that b is an internal edge of �, ie b 2 V�. The process of cutting along b uniquely
yields a triangulation �0 of .†0;P 0/.
� In each of the above three situations , we say that the new object (for .†0;P 0/) is
obtained from the original by cutting along b.

Lemma 3.13 [4] Suppose the situation of Definition and Lemma 3.12, and ! 2C�.
The triangles of � are naturally in one-to-one correspondence with those of �0,
and the sides of each triangle of � are naturally in one-to-one correspondence with
those of the corresponding triangle of �0. Hence we have a natural isomorphismN
t2F.�/ T !t !

N
t 02F.�0/ T !t 0 of algebras , and this restricts to an injective algebra

homomorphism

(3-3) Z!�! Z!�0

between the Chekhov–Fock (balanced ) square-root algebras.

Definition 3.14 [4] Let .†;P/ be a generalized marked surface, not necessarily
triangulable. Let A 2 C�, and let SAs .†;P/ be the stated skein algebra defined in
Definition 3.7.

� Suppose that .†0;P 0/ is obtained from .†;P/ by cutting along a P–arc b of †, and
that a tangle K 0 in .†0 nP 0/� .�1; 1/ is obtained from a tangle K in .†nP/� .�1; 1/
through this cutting process, as described in Definition and Lemma 3.12. For each
x0 2 @K 0, denote by x 2K the image of x0 under the map K 0!K in Definition and
Lemma 3.12. We say that the states s0 W @K 0! fC;�g and s W @K! fC;�g for these
tangles are compatible if the following hold:

(CS1) If x 2 @K, then s0.x0/D s.x/.
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(CS2) If x … @K, ie x 2 b, so that the preimage of x under K 0!K is fx0; x00g, then
s0.x0/D s0.x00/.

We can finally state the result of Bonahon and Wong in full generality:

Proposition 3.15 (quantum trace map, the main theorem of [4], see also [9; 27; 28])
Let A and ! be nonzero complex numbers such that

AD !�2:
Then there is a unique family of algebra homomorphisms

(3-4) Tr!� D Tr!.†;P/I� W SAs .†;P/! Z!�
from the stated skein algebra to the Chekhov–Fock (balanced ) square-root algebra ,
defined for each triangulable generalized marked surface .†;P/ and each triangulation
� of .†;P/, satisfying:

(1) Cutting property2 Suppose that .†0;P 0/, �0 and K 0 are related to .†;P/, �
and K as in Definition and Lemma 3.12, ie the former are obtained by cutting the latter
along an internal edge of �. Assume that K 0 is a V-tangle. Then for each state s for
the tangle K, we have

Tr!.†;P/I�.ŒK; s�/D
X

compatible s0
Tr!.†0;P 0/I�0.ŒK

0; s0�/;

where the sum is over all states s0 for the tangle K 0 for the cut surface .†0;P 0/ that are
compatible with s in the sense of Definition 3.14. The left-hand side , which is a priori
an element of Z!�, is viewed as an element of Z!�0 via the embedding map in (3-3).

(2) Elementary cases Suppose that .†;P/ is a non-self-folded triangle , ie † is
diffeomorphic to a closed disc , and P consists of three marked points on the boundary;
let � denote its unique triangulation. If ŒK; s� 2 SAs .†;P/ is a stated skein where the
boundary-ordered tangle diagram of K is one of the two cases in Figure 3, we have:

(a) Suppose that yZ1 and yZ2 are the generators of the Chekhov–Fock algebra T !�
of (3-1) associated to the edges of � containing the endpoints x1 and x2 in
Figure 3, left , respectively. In particular , yZ1 yZ2 D !2 yZ2 yZ1. Then ,

(3-5) Tr!.†;P/I�.ŒK; s�/D
�

0 if s.x1/D� and s.x2/DC;
Œ yZs.x1/1

yZs.x2/2 �Weyl otherwise ,

where a sign "D˙ in the exponent means ˙1, respectively.

2Bonahon and Wong [4] call this “state sum property”
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x1 x2

x1

x2

�

Figure 3: Boundary-ordered tangle diagrams for elementary cases of a skein in a
triangle (arrows on the sides indicate the boundary-orientation; see Definition 2.1).

(b) For K as in Figure 3, right , one has

Tr!.†;P/I�.ŒK; s�/D
8<:

0 if s.x1/D s.x2/;
�!�5 if s.x1/DC and s.x2/D�;
!�1 if s.x1/D� and s.x2/DC:

For a triangulated generalized marked surface, cutting along all the internal edges of the
triangulation yields the disjoint union of the non-self-folded triangles. Also, using the
skein relations repeatedly, any stated skein ŒK; s� 2 SAs .†;P/ can be written as a linear
combination of stated skeins whose tangle diagrams have no crossing at all. Along
this line, one can show that the properties of Tr!

.†;P/I� in Proposition 3.15 completely
determine the values of the maps Tr!

.†;P/I�, if the existence of these maps is assumed.

A crucial property of the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace is its compatibility with the
quantum coordinate-change maps.

Proposition 3.16 [4] Let � and �0 be triangulations of a triangulable generalized
marked surface .†;P/. Then we have

Tr!� D‚!�;�0 ıTr!�0 ;

where ‚!�;�0 WbFrac.Z!�0/!bFrac.Z!�/ is the (square-root) quantum coordinate-change
isomorphism in Proposition 3.10. More precisely, for each ŒK; s� 2 SAs .†;P/, with
AD !�2, the balanced Laurent polynomial Tr!�0.ŒK; s�/ 2Z!�0 is sent by ‚!�;�0 to the
balanced Laurent polynomial Tr!�.ŒK; s�/ 2 Z!�.

In particular, the images of the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace map are balanced Laurent
polynomials in the square-root generators for any triangulation �, and hence belong
to L!�, defined in (3-2).

We now briefly introduce Allegretti and Kim’s idea [2] of using the Bonahon–Wong
quantum trace to obtain a solution to the quantum ordering problem discussed in
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Section 2.4. Consider a P–knot  in a triangulable generalized marked surface .†;P/,
that is,  is a simple loop in the surface SD†nP . Suppose that  is not a contractible
loop. Then  represents a nontrivial element Œ� of �1.S/, say, if we choose a basepoint
and an orientation. Given any point � of the Teichmüller space T .†;P/ defined by (2-1),
one considers the monodromy �.Œ�/, which is an element of PSL.2;R/ defined up
to conjugation in PSL.2;R/; then jtrace.�.Œ�//j, the absolute value of the trace of
this monodromy, is a well-defined real number. This provides a smooth function I./

on XC.†;P/, whose value at each point .�;O/ is defined to be jtrace.�.Œ�//j. It
turns out that, for any chosen ideal triangulation � of .†;P/, the function I./ is
a (positive-)integer-coefficient Laurent polynomial in the square-roots X1=2e of the
exponentiated shear coordinate functions of edges e of �. Based on these functions,
which naturally arise geometrically, Fock and Goncharov [12] proposed a basis of the
ring of all universally Laurent functions, ie functions that are Laurent polynomials in
the exponentiated shear coordinate functions (resp. in their square-roots) for every
ideal triangulation, where this basis is enumerated by “even integral laminations” (resp.
“integral laminations”) on the surface S, which are multicurves with integer weights
subject to certain conditions. For a proof that this basis indeed spans all universally
Laurent functions see [12; 22; 35]. One can view a simple loop  as a special example
of an integral lamination. In order to construct a quantum version yI!./ that deforms
the classical function I./, we first lift the curve  living in the surface S to a tangle
in the 3–dimensional manifold S� .�1; 1/, the thickening of S.

Definition 3.17 Let .†;P/ be a generalized marked surface. Let  be a simple closed
curve in SD† nP , ie a closed P–link in †.

Denote by Kc the tangle in S� .�1; 1/ obtained as the lift of  at a constant elevation
c 2 .�1; 1/ with upward vertical framing everywhere. We call Kc a constant-elevation
lift of  . We may denote Kc by K without specifying c.

Note that K is well defined up to isotopy, for a given  . An easy observation:

Lemma 3.18 A closed tangle K in S� .�1; 1/ is isotopic to a tangle whose tangle
diagram in † has no crossing at all if and only if K is isotopic to a constant-elevation
lift K of a simple closed curve  in † nP .

Note thatK is a closed tangle, hence a closed V-tangle. Choose any ideal triangulation
� of .†;P/ and apply the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace map in (3-4) to the stated
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skein ŒK ;∅� 2 SAs .†;P/; the resulting element of Z!� is the Allegretti–Kim quantum
element associated to I./:

(3-6) yI!�./ WD Tr!.†;P/I�.ŒK ;∅�/ 2 L!� � Z!�:

Treatment for more general integral laminations needs several more crucial ideas.
See [2] for this, and also for various favorable properties enjoyed by these quantum
elements; see also [7] for an important positivity property. To present a couple
of examples of its nice properties, we have the quantum mutation compatibility
yI!�./ D ‚!�;�0.yI!�0.//, and it is relatively easy to see that yI!�./ indeed recovers
the classical function I./ when ! D 1; see [4]. In particular, the assignment
I./ 7!yI!./DyI!�./DTr!

.†;P/I�.ŒK ;∅�/ provides a partial answer to the quantum
ordering problem mentioned in Section 2.4; see [2] for a full answer, which requires
algebraic manipulations including Chebyshev polynomials, as well as certain control
of parity of powers of monomials.

3.4 Biangle quantum trace

Although Propositions 3.15 and 3.16 completely describe and determine the Bonahon–
Wong quantum trace map, they are not very convenient when it comes to actual
computation of the values. For any given stated skein ŒK; s� 2 SAs .†;P/, there is a
more direct algorithm that enables us to compute the quantum trace Tr!�.ŒK; s�/ called
the “state-sum formula”, which we shall recall in Section 3.5. As a preliminary step for
that formula, we first recall the quantum trace for biangles in the present subsection.

Recall that a biangle B is a generalized marked surface .†;P/ with† diffeomorphic to
a closed disc, which in particular has one boundary component, and where P consists
of two marked points on the boundary. As noted in Definition 2.4, it is not triangulable,
hence there is no Bonahon–Wong quantum trace map that Proposition 3.15 associates
to it; in particular, the quantum Teichmüller space is not defined. However, its stated
skein algebra makes sense, because Definition 3.7 applies. Bonahon and Wong [4]
defined and studied a quantum trace map for biangles, separately from Proposition 3.15.

Recall that in our notations, we have @B D @† nP , and @B is a disjoint union of two
boundary arcs of B . Let’s say that a P–arc in B is an internal arc if its interior is
contained in the interior of †. Recall that each generalized marked surface .†;P/ is
equipped with an orientation on †. Hence, by a biangle we automatically mean an
oriented biangle. Notice that any two biangles are diffeomorphic.
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For an (oriented) biangle B viewed as a generalized marked surface as above, choose an
internal arc b connecting the two marked points of B . Then, cutting B along b yields
a unique (up to diffeomorphism) generalized marked surface .†0;P 0/ as described in
Definition and Lemma 3.12. One easily observes that .†0;P 0/ is a disjoint union of
two biangles. Here is an analog of Proposition 3.15 for biangles:

Proposition 3.19 (quantum trace for biangles [4; 9]) Let A;! 2C� satisfy AD!�2.
Then there is a unique family of algebra homomorphisms

Tr!B W SAs .B/!C

defined for all (oriented ) biangles B , such that :

(1) Cutting property Let B D .†;P/ be a biangle , and ŒK; s� 2 SAs .B/ be a stated
skein for B . Let .†0;P 0/ be the generalized marked surface obtained by cutting
B along an internal arc of B connecting the two marked points , as described in
Definition and Lemma 3.12. Then .†0;P 0/ is disjoint union of two oriented biangles
B1 D .†1;P1/ and B2 D .†2;P2/, and the tangle K � .† n P/ � .�1; 1/ yields
tangles K1� .†1 nP1/�.�1; 1/ and K2� .†2 nP2/�.�1; 1/ by this cutting process.
Suppose that K1 and K2 are V-tangles. Then one has

Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D
X

compatible s1; s2

Tr!B1.ŒK1; s1�/Tr!B2.ŒK2; s2�/;

where the sum is over all pairs of states s1 W @K1!fC;�g and s2 W @K2!fC;�g that
comprise states s0 W @K 0!fC;�g of .†0;P 0/ that are compatible with s W @K!fC;�g
in the sense of Definition 3.14.

(2) Elementary cases For a single biangle B , if ŒK; s� 2 SAs .B/ is a stated skein for
B consisting of one component and the boundary-ordered tangle diagram of K is one
of Figure 4(I ) or (II ):

(I) One has

Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D
�
1 if s.x/D s.y/;
0 if s.x/¤ s.y/:

(II) One has

Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D
8<:
0 if s.y1/D s.y2/;
�!�5 if s.y1/D� and s.y2/DC;
!�1 if s.y1/DC and s.y2/D�:
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y x

(I)

y2
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�

(II)

x2

x1

�

(III)

x2

x1y1
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(IV): x1 � x2 and y2 � y1, or

x2 � x1 and y1 � y2

x2

x1y1

y2

��

(V)

x2

x1y1

y2

��

(VI)

Figure 4: Some boundary-ordered tangle diagrams in a biangle (arrows on
the boundary arcs indicate the boundary-orientation; see Definition 2.1).

For any given stated skein for a single biangleB , by using skein relations one can resolve
it to a linear combination of elementary stated skeins dealt with in Proposition 3.19(2)
and therefore the value under Tr!B can be computed. One caveat is that even when the
stated tangle diagram of a stated skein ŒK; s� over B is without crossing, the value of
the biangle quantum trace can still be complicated, instead of being just products of
the above elementary cases (I) and (II). For later use, we list some examples:

Lemma 3.20 (biangle quantum trace on remaining elementary tangles) Let A, !
and B be as in Proposition 3.19. For a stated skein ŒK; s� 2 SAs .B/ falling into one of
the following cases , we have:

(1) If the boundary-ordered tangle diagram of K is as in Figure 4(III ), then by
[4, Lemma 14] one has

(3-7) Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D
8<:

0 if s.x1/D s.x2/;
! if s.x1/D� and s.x2/DC;
�!5 if s.x1/DC and s.x2/D�:

(2) In Figure 4(IV ) when the tangle diagram consists of two disjoint parallel lines ,
if we let

(3-8) � D
�C1 if the vertical orderings are such that x1 � x2 and y2 � y1;
�1 if x2 � x1 and y1 � y2;
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and s.x1/D "1, s.x2/D "2, s.y1/D "01 and s.y2/D "02, then one has

(3-9) Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:
!2� if "1 D "2 D "01 D "02;
!2� �!�6� if "1 D "02 DC and "2 D "01 D�;
!�2� if "1 D "01 ¤ "02 D "2;
0 otherwise:

(3) In Figure 4(V ), the value of Tr!B.ŒK; s�/ is given by (3-9) with � D �1 and
s.x1/D "2, s.x2/D "1, s.y1/D "01 and s.y2/D "02.

(4) In Figure 4(VI ), the value of Tr!B.ŒK; s�/ is given by (3-9) with � D C1 and
s.x1/D "1, s.x2/D "2, s.y1/D "02 and s.y2/D "01.

Genuinely simple basic cases can be conveniently described if one adapts the peculiar
picture convention of Bonahon and Wong [4, Secion 3.5] for stated boundary-ordered
tangle diagrams in a surface S, which stipulates that the vertical ordering on each
boundary arc b of S should match the horizontal ordering with respect to a chosen
orientation on b. If the stated boundary-ordered tangle diagram in a biangle B consists
of disjoint parallel lines under this Bonahon–Wong picture convention where one
boundary arc is given the boundary-orientation and the other the opposite of the
boundary-orientation, then the value Tr!B.ŒK; s�/ is either zero or one. Since we do not
use the Bonahon–Wong convention, we translate this observation as follows:

Lemma 3.21 (biangle factor of a skein whose diagram consists of (strongly) parallel
lines) Let ŒK; s� be a stated skein over a biangle B D .†;P/. Let ! 2 C� and
AD !�2. Let e and e0 be the two boundary arcs of B , constituting the boundary of B .
Suppose that the V-tangle K � .† nP/� .�1; 1/ satisfies:

(1) The stated (boundary-ordered ) tangle diagram of K in B consists of disjoint
parallel lines (under our picture convention , not necessarily under Bonahon and
Wong’s convention).

(2) The ordering on the segments of K induced by the elevations of the points of
@K \ .e� .0; 1//, ie the endpoints of the segments of K over e, coincides with
that induced by the elevations of the points of @K \ .e0 � .0; 1//.

If , for every segment of K, its two endpoints are assigned the same sign by s, then
Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D 1. Otherwise , Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D 0.

Proof Let k1; : : : ; kr be the segments (components) of K. For each j D 1; : : : ; r , let
Ij � .�1; 1/ be the image of kj under the projection .† nP/� .�1; 1/! .�1; 1/ to
the second factor, ie the collection of elevations of the points of kj . By condition (2),
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we see that K can be V-isotoped so that I1; : : : ; Ir are mutually disjoint. So one can
rename these segments so that the sequence k1; : : : ; kr is arranged in increasing order of
elevations. Since Tr!B WSAs .B/!C is an algebra homomorphism (see Proposition 3.19),
where the product in SAs .B/ is given by the superposition operation, it follows that

Tr!B.ŒK; s�/D Tr!B.Œk1; s1�/Tr!B.Œk2; s2�/ � � �Tr!B.Œkr ; sr �/:

Each Tr!B.Œkj ; sj �/ falls under Proposition 3.19.(2)(I), hence the claim follows.

3.5 State-sum formula

The sought-for state-sum formula for Tr!� requires the notion of a “split” ideal triangu-
lation y� of an ideal triangulation �, where each edge of � is replaced by a biangle.
Then the complexity of a skein caused by elevations shall be pushed to biangles by
isotopy.

Definition 3.22 [4] Let � be a triangulation of a generalized marked surface .†;P/,
and let SD†nP . Recall that � is a collection of P–arcs in † satisfying certain condi-
tions. Denote the edges of � by e1; e2; : : : ; en, and the triangles of � by t1; t2; : : : ; tm.

� For each edge ei of � choose a P–arc e0i in † that is P–isotopic to ei , so that no
two members of the collection

y� WD�[fe01; : : : ; e0ng
intersect in † nP . Call this y� a split P–triangulation (or, split ideal triangulation, or
split triangulation) associated to the triangulation �. For each i , the region bounded
by ei and e0i is called a biangle Bi . The triangles formed by y� are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the triangles of �, and we denote them by Ot1; : : : ; Otm, correspondingly.

� A V-tangle K in S� .�1; 1/ is said to be in a good position (with respect to y�) if it
satisfies (P1) of Section 3.1 and all of the following:

(GP1) For each constituent edge e of y�, K is transverse to e� .�1; 1/. In particular,
K \ .e� .�1; 1// has at most finitely many elements.

(GP2) For every triangle Otj of y�, K \ .Otj � .�1; 1// consists of finitely many disjoint
arcs, each of which is contained in a constant elevation surface Otj �� and joins
two distinct components of @Otj � .�1; 1/, where each component of @Otj is a
side of Otj minus the vertices of @Otj .
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(GP3) For every triangle Otj of y�, the components of K\ .Otj � .�1; 1// lie at mutually
distinct elevations.

(GP4) None of the crossings of K lie over an edge of y�.

Note that every triangle of y� has three distinct sides, even if the corresponding triangle
of � is self-folded. In particular, in (GP2) above, for each triangle Otj of y�, the number
of components of @Otj , hence also the number of components of @Otj � .�1; 1/, is always
three. We added (GP4) for convenience.

Lemma 3.23 [4] A VH-tangle K in S� .�1; 1/ can be VH-isotoped to a VH-tangle
in a good position.

For a V-tangle in a good position, the elevation change occurs only over the biangles.
Note that a V-tangle being in a good position does not guarantee that its tangle diagram
on a triangle of y� has no crossings.

We find it convenient to define some more terms, both for stating Bonahon and Wong’s
construction and for later sections.

Definition 3.24 Let .†;P/, S, �, y�, ei , e0i , tj and Otj be as in Definition 3.22; in
particular, i runs through 1; : : : ; n and j runs through 1; : : : ; m. Let K be a V-tangle
in S� .�1; 1/ in a good position with respect to y�. Let Ey� WD

Sn
iD1.ei [ e0i /. Then

K is divided by Ey�� .�1; 1/ into (tangle) segments. Projection on † of each segment
of K is also called a (tangle) segment. The boundary points of a segment are called
y�–junctures of K (or just junctures of K), or endpoints of that segment.

A y�–juncture-state of K is a map J W f y�–junctures of Kg ! fC;�g assigning a sign
to each juncture.

The term “junctures” could have been defined just as elements of K \ .Ey� � .�1; 1//,
or their projections in †. The points of @K and their projections are also examples of
junctures.

Proposition 3.25 (state-sum formula of Bonahon–Wong quantum trace [4, Section 6])
Let .†;P/, S, �, y�, ei , e0i , Bi , tj and Otj be as in Definition 3.22, and K be a V-tangle
in S� .�1; 1/ in a good position with respect to y�. Let s W @K!fC;�g be a state for
the tangle K. Let A;! 2C� satisfy AD !�2.

Let J W f y�–junctures of Kg! fC;�g be a y�–juncture-state of K. For each triangle Otj
of y�, let Kj WDK\.Otj �.�1; 1//. Then ŒKj ; J j@Kj � is a stated skein for the triangle Otj ,
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where J j@Kj is the restriction of J to @Kj . Let kj;1; : : : ; kj;lj be the components of Kj ,
ie the tangle segments of K over the triangle Otj , in order of increasing elevation , so that
each Œkj;˛; J j@kj;˛ � is a stated skein for the triangle Otj , where J j@kj;˛ is the restriction
of J to @kj;˛. Then , the element Tr!Otj .Œkj;˛; J j@kj;˛ �/ of the triangle algebra T !Otj is
defined via Proposition 3.15(2)(a), and the element Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/ of T !Otj is given by

(3-10) Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/
D Tr!Otj .Œkj;1; J j@kj;1 �/Tr!Otj .Œkj;2; J j@kj;2 �/ � � �Tr!Otj .Œkj;lj ; J j@kj;lj �/ 2 T

!
Otj :

Via the natural map T !Otj ! T !tj induced by the correspondence of the sides of the
triangles , this element Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/ can be viewed as an element of T !tj .

For each biangle Bi D .†i ;Pi / which is bounded by ei and e0i , let

Li WDK \ ..†i nPi /� .�1; 1//:
Then ŒLi ;J j@Li � is a stated skein for the biangle Bi , where Bi is viewed as a generalized
marked surface of its own , and J j@Li is the restriction of J to @Li . Define the
Bonahon–Wong term for the y�–juncture-state J of the V-tangle K as

(3-11) BW!
y�.KIJ / WD

� nY
iD1

Tr!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/
�� mO

jD1
Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/

�
2

mO
jD1

T !tj ;

where the numbers Tr!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/ 2 C are given by Proposition 3.19. Then
BW!

y�.KIJ / 2 Z
!
� � T !� .

Finally, one has

Tr!�.ŒK; s�/D
X

J WJ j@KDs
BW!

y�.KIJ / 2 Z
!
� � T !� �

mO
jD1

T !tj ;

where the sum is over all y�–juncture-states J that restrict to the given state s at @K.

The above proposition is what one can practically use for actual computation of the
values of the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace.

4 Gabella’s quantum holonomy

4.1 Branched double cover surface

Quantization of the trace-of-monodromy functions (for closed curves) on the Teich-
müller space, namely the quantum ordering problem mentioned in Section 2.4, is also
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of interest to physicists, as the coefficients of the monomials of the quantum version of
the trace-of-monodromy correspond to the so-called “framed protected spin characters”
in physics. A very interesting solution to this quantum ordering problem is given by
Gabella [16]. Gabella’s construction of quantum holonomy is based on the works of
Gaiotto, Moore and Neitzke [19; 20] and Galakhov, Longhi and Moore [21]. Part
of the main ideas of these works are the processes called “nonabelianization” and
“abelianization”, which relate a GLN –bundle of a surface † to an abelian bundle of a
certain N –fold branched (ramified) covering of †. In our case, N D 2. We assume †
is connected. We start with the description of a branched double cover of the surface †,
and some basic constructions about it.

Recall that a branched double cover � W z†!†, with a finite branching set V �†, is a
continuous map such that the restriction � 0 W z† n��1.V/!† nV of � is an ordinary
double covering and the restriction of � onto ��1.V/ is bijective. Given the branching
set V , branched double covers � of † are in one-to-one correspondence with ordinary
double covers � 0 of † n V , which are classified by subgroups of index two of the
fundamental group of † n V , or cohomology classes in H 1.† n VIZ=2Z/. Here we
will identify Z=2Z with the multiplicative group fC;�g D fC1;�1g.

Definition 4.1 (branched double cover) Let .†;P/ be a triangulable generalized
marked surface and � a triangulation of .†;P/. For each triangle t of �, choose a
point vt in the interior of t . These points are called the branch points. Denote by V the
set of all branch points. The manifold † nV deformation retracts to the CW-complex
consisting of vertices P and edges of the triangulation �. The 1–cocycle assigning to
every edge of this complex the element � of the group fC;�g defines a 1–cohomology
class in H 1.† nVIZ=2Z/, and hence defines a branched double cover

� W z†�!†

with the branching set V .

Remark 4.2 The above is a special case of a more general theory of branched N –fold
cover of †, which corresponds to a “Seiberg–Witten curve” in physics [17; 18]. See
these references, as well as [16; 19; 20], for descriptions using branch cuts.

A basic observation is that every continuous path ˛ W Œ0; 1�!†nV has two continuous
lifts Œ0; 1�! z†� n��1.V/ in the branched double cover. Lifting paths in † to paths in
z†� is a crucial part of the nonabelianization process. To keep track of the lifted paths,
we need:
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Definition and Lemma 4.3 (states of lifts of marked points) Let .†;P/, � and
� W z†� ! † be as in Definition 4.1. Let zP D ��1.P/ be the lifts of the marked
points. Define a state function sD s� W zP ! fC;�g as follows. First choose a point
in zP and assign value C for the function s at this point. There is a unique extension
s W zP!fC;�g such that if p; p0 2 zP are connected by a continuous lift of an edge in �,
then they have different s value. We will say that p 2 zP is on the sheet s.p/ 2 fC;�g.

The state s W zP!fC;�g depends on the choice of�, and there are two possible choices
of states s, for a given �; just choose one s. We now consider lifting paths in † to
paths in z†�. A crucial example of the branched double cover is the case when the
base surface .†;P/ is a triangle.

Definition 4.4 Let t be a non-self-folded triangle, viewed as a generalized marked
surface .†;P/, that is, † is diffeomorphic to a closed disc and P consists of three
points on @†. Let � be the unique ideal triangulation of t , and denote z†� by Qt .
Let x0 and x1 be points of @t D @† n P lying in distinct sides of t , say b0 and b1
respectively. A Gabella lift of the ordered pair .x0; x1/ is any proper embedding
Q W Œ0; 1�! Qt n��1.fvtg/ such that �. Q.i//D xi for each i D 0; 1, or its image together
with the orientation.

For a given pair .x0; x1/ there are two distinct paths in t n fvtg from x0 to x1, up to
isotopy in t n fvtg. Hence, up to isotopy in Qt , there are four distinct Gabella lifts of the
pair .x0; x1/, which can be conveniently parametrized by the signs at points x0 and x1:

Definition 4.5 Let .†;P/D t , Qt be as in Definition 4.4, and Q W Œ0; 1�! Qt n��1.fvtg/
be a Gabella lift of the pair .x0; x1/ of points of @t lying in distinct sides b0 and b1
of t . For each i D 0; 1, among the two continuous lifts in Qt of bi , let Qbi be the one
that contains Q.i/. Let Q 0.i/ be the velocity vector of Q at Q.i/. At the point Q.i/ 2 Qbi
choose a tangent vector to Qbi that forms with Q 0.i/ the positive orientation of the
surface, and travel along Qbi in the direction of this tangent vector until one reaches
a point Qp of zP . Define the state of Q at xi to be s.xi / WD s. Qp/. The resulting map
s D s Q W fx0; x1g ! fC;�g is the state of the Gabella lift Q of the pair .x0; x1/.

See Figure 5 for examples. It is easy to observe the following, from the definition:

Lemma 4.6 Given any map s W fx0; x1g! fC;�g there is a unique , up to isotopy in Qt ,
Gabella lift of the pair .x0; x1/ whose state coincides with s.
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Figure 5: Sign-coherent (left) and sign-alternating (right) states of Gabella
lifts in a triangle.

A Gabella lift Q of .x0; x1/ can be thought of as a lift of a path  D � ı Q in t from
x0 to x1. Meanwhile, we should eventually be dealing with the thickenings of t and Qt .
For our purposes, it suffices to consider the following:

Definition 4.7 Let .†;P/D t and Qt be as in Definition 4.4.

� A horizontal triangle segment over t is an oriented VH-tangle k W Œ0; 1�! t �.�1; 1/
in the thickening of t living at a constant elevation c 2 .�1; 1/ (the image of k lies in
t �fcg), equipped with the upward vertical framing, such that @k¤∅ and the elements
of @k lie in distinct components of @t � .�1; 1/, as in (GP2) of Definition 3.22; in
particular, k.u/D ..u/; c/ for some path  W Œ0; 1�! t .

� A Gabella lift of a horizontal triangle segment k is any path Qk W Œ0; 1�! Qt � .�1; 1/
of the form Qk.u/D . Q.u/; c/, where Q is a Gabella lift of the pair ..0/; .1//.

� The state of the Gabella lift Qk of k is s D s Qk W fk.0/; k.1/g ! fC;�g induced by s Q
of Definition 4.5.

� Let Qk be a Gabella lift of k. Let e1, e2 and e3 be the sides of t , appearing clockwise
in @t in this order. Suppose the endpoints of  lie in ei and eiC1 (with e4 D e1). If
the value of the state s Q at the endpoint of  in ei is � and that at the endpoint in eiC1
is C, then Qk is said to be nonadmissible. Otherwise, Qk is admissible.

In Figure 5, the only nonadmissible Gabella lift is the leftmost curve in the picture on the
right. Given a horizontal triangle segment k over t , there are four Gabella lifts of k up to
isotopy in Qt�.�1; 1/, parametrized by the four possible states s W fk.0/; k.1/g!fC;�g
at the endpoints of k. Exactly one of these four Gabella lifts is nonadmissible.
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Now we deal with the case of any triangulable generalized marked surface .†;P/.

Definition 4.8 Let .†;P/ be a triangulable generalized marked surface, and � an
ideal triangulation of .†;P/. Let S D † n P . Let y� be a split ideal triangulation
of �; see Definition 3.22. Let K be an oriented VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/ in a good
position with respect to y� (see Definition 3.22), so that the tangle segments of K
(see Definition 3.24) over each triangle of y� is a horizontal tangle segment; call these
triangle segments of K.

A Gabella lift zK (in z†�� .�1; 1/) of K is the choice of a Gabella lift of each triangle
segment of K. We say that zK is admissible if the chosen Gabella lift of each triangle
segment of K is admissible. An isotopy of Gabella lifts of K is a simultaneous isotopy
of the Gabella lifts of the triangle segments.

We now briefly describe physicists’ ideas of abelianization and nonabelianization.
The original object of our study is the enhanced Teichmüller space XC.†;P/ of
a triangulable generalized marked surface .†;P/, defined in Definition 2.11. One
standard way of studying this space is to view it as the moduli space of PSL.2;R/–local
systems on S D † n P satisfying some conditions [12], together with certain data
at the “asymptotic boundary points” P . Recall that, for a Lie group G, a G–local
system on a manifold means a principal G–bundle on the manifold together with a flat
G–connection on it. The abelianization and nonabelianization processes of Gaiotto,
Moore and Neitzke [19] build a correspondence between the moduli space of (certain)
GLN –local systems on the original surface S and the moduli space of (certain) GL1–
local systems on a branched N –fold cover zS� of S. The GLN parallel transport map
of a path  in S corresponds to the sum of (formal) GL1 parallel transports of lifts Q
of this path in the branched cover zS�. Only lifts satisfying an admissibility condition
contribute to this sum, which corresponds to our admissibility condition when N D 2.
The term associated to Q is written as a product of GL1 parallel transports of some
elementary paths in zS�, hence it can be viewed as a monomial in some variables. Upon
quantization, these monomials should be enhanced to noncommutative monomials, and
an appropriate quantum ordering must be chosen for the resulting (Laurent) polynomial
to satisfy favorable properties.

One answer was suggested by Galakhov, Longhi and Moore [21]; namely, consider
the Weyl-ordered noncommutative monomial times a power of q to the net sum of
signs of self-intersections of the lifted path Q . In view of the way they determined the
signs, this net sum of signs is really the writhe of a framed path in the thickened 3–
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manifold zS��.�1; 1/ given the “always going up” elevations that projects to Q in zS�.
In particular, a path  is first lifted to a framed path in the 3–dimensional manifold
S � .�1; 1/ with always-going-up elevations, and then the quantum GLN parallel
transport is constructed using writhes of lifted paths in zS� � .�1; 1/. So, this method
was insufficient to deal with the quantum parallel transport along a closed path  ,
because it can’t be lifted to a closed framed path in S� .�1; 1/ with always-going-up
elevations. Once we choose a starting point of  , we lift it to an always-going-up path in
S�.�1; 1/, and then need to add a “going down” path at the end in order to get a closed
path. Gabella’s contribution [16] is the consideration of a certain complex-number
correction factor associated to this closing-up part, in order to make the final result
independent of the choice of starting basepoint. This correction factor, which Gabella
refers to as an R-matrix, is heavily inspired by the biangle factor of Bonahon and
Wong [4], which was reviewed in Section 3.4 of the present paper.

In fact, we enhance Gabella’s construction and describe it for any general oriented
VH-tangle K in the thickened surface S� .�1; 1/, not just for a (simple) loop in S nor
a certain special closed tangle in S�.�1; 1/ that has always-going-up elevations except
at a small part. For now, assume that K is in a good position with respect to some
split ideal triangulation y�; later, our main result will allow us to drop this assumption.
Gabella’s quantum holonomy along suchK in a good position will be given as a sum of
certain terms, over all admissible Gabella lifts zK of K up to isotopy. One might want
to understand each zK as a framed tangle in z†� � .�1; 1/ that lifts K, but in general,
zK cannot be a continuous path in z†� � .�1; 1/ and must have discontinuities over

biangles of y�. However, we still refer to zK as a Gabella lift of K in z†� � .�1; 1/, for
convenience.

In pictures, a Gabella lift zK is drawn in S as follows. In each biangle B of y�, just draw
the boundary-ordered tangle diagram for K \ .B � .�1; 1//. In each triangle Ot of y�,
isotope zK so that the image of zK under the projection ��id W z†��.�1; 1/!S�.�1; 1/
satisfies (P1) and (P2) of Section 3.1 over Ot , hence yielding a boundary-ordered tangle
diagram in Ot . We also indicate the values of the states at the endpoints of each triangle
segment over Ot . These data forms a diagram of zK. In particular, it is a boundary-ordered
tangle diagram in S together with some extra data. By a crossing of zK we mean a
self-intersection of the image of zK under the projection z†� � .�1; 1/! z†�, and
we indicate this in the diagram of zK drawn in S as before, using broken lines. A
self-intersection of the diagram of zK that is not a crossing of zK is drawn without
broken lines; see Figure 10.
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4.2 Biangle quantum holonomy via operator invariant

The strategy of Gabella [16] to construct a quantum holonomy is similar to Bonahon
and Wong in the following sense: first define the quantum holonomy for a biangle, and
then define the quantum holonomy for a triangulated surface via a state-sum formula.
We first focus on biangles. We note that, over a biangle, Gabella [16, Sections 5.3–5.4]
describes the values of the (biangle) quantum holonomy only for simple examples of
oriented VH-tangles which he refers to as “R-matrix” and “cup/cap”. Gabella mentions
that his R-matrix associated to an oriented tangle in a biangle consisting of a single
crossing can be interpreted as the R-matrix appearing in the representation theory of
the quantum group Uq.glN /, where we can put N D 2 for now. This strongly hints
that the biangle quantum holonomy of Gabella is related to the Reshetikhin–Turaev
invariant of tangles [34; 39] associated to a representation of a quantum group. We
will eventually confirm this expectation.

We first review and settle some basic background for constructing operator invariants
of tangles in a biangle, by mostly following the contents of Ohtsuki’s book [30].
Translating into our language requires us to consider a biangle with fixed labeling of
boundary arcs. First, recall from Definition 2.4 and Section 3.4 that a biangle B is
an example of a generalized marked surface .†;P/. In particular, it is an oriented
surface diffeomorphic to a closed disc with two marked points on the boundary, and its
boundary @B D @† nP is a disjoint union of two boundary arcs. We will need to work
with a following version of biangle:

Definition 4.9 (directed biangle) � A direction of a biangle B is a bijective map

(4-1) dirD dirB W fthe two boundary arcs of Bg ! fin; outg:

The boundary arc mapping to in is called the inward boundary arc bin, and the one
mapping to out the outward boundary arc bout.

� A directed biangle EB is a pair .B; dir/ consisting of a biangle B and a direction dir
of B .

� In a directed biangle EB D .B; dir/, the outward boundary arc bout is given the
boundary-orientation (see Definition 2.1) on bout coming from the surface orientation
on B . The inward boundary arc bin is given the orientation opposite to the boundary-
orientation on bin. These orientations are depicted in Figure 7.
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Any two directed biangles can be identified by a diffeomorphism preserving the direction.
Note that once a direction is chosen on a biangle, there is one of the two marked points
of B that both the oriented boundary arcs bin and bout point toward. So the choice of a
direction is equivalent to the choice of such a distinguished marked point of B . To get
Ohtsuki’s pictures, one should rotate our pictures by 90 degrees clockwise.

Definition 4.10 � Let D. EB/ be the set of all equivalence classes ŒD� of boundary-
ordered oriented tangle diagrams D (see Definition 3.3) in EB , where two boundary-
ordered oriented tangle diagrams are defined to be equivalent if one can be obtained
from the other by a sequence of isotopies of boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagrams
and moves (M1) in Section 3.1, ie the framed Reidemeister moves I, II and III.

� Let Ds. EB/ be the set of all equivalence classes ŒD; s� of stated boundary-ordered
oriented tangle diagrams .D; s/, where the equivalence is defined analogously.

By Proposition 3.5(4) we see that D. EB/ is in one-to-one correspondence with the set
of all VH-isotopy classes of VH-tangles in the thickening of a directed biangle. As
any two directed biangles EB and EB 0 are identified by a diffeomorphism preserving the
directions, the sets D. EB/ and D. EB 0/ can be naturally identified. We now study some
basic operations on D. EB/.

Definition 4.11 Let EB be a directed biangle, with the underlying biangle denoted by
B D .†;P/. Identify SD† nP with Œ0; 1��R by choosing a diffeomorphism such
that bin maps to f1g �R and bout to f0g �R, where the orientations of bin and bout

match the usual increasing orientation of R. The R–coordinate is called a horizontal
coordinate.

We say that a collection D1; : : : ;Dn of tangle diagrams in EB are horizontally disjoint
if their images under the second projection Œ0; 1��R!R are mutually disjoint. We
say Di is horizontally higher than Dj if the R–coordinates of points of Di are bigger
than those of Dj .

We say that a collection D1; : : : ;Dn of boundary-ordered tangle diagrams in EB are
vertically disjoint if for each pair i; j of distinct indices in f1; : : : ; ng, either Di is
vertically higher than Dj , meaning on each of the two boundary arcs b any element of
@bDi has higher vertical ordering than any element of @bDj , or Dj is vertically higher
than Di .

A collection of boundary-ordered tangle diagrams in EB is said to be completely disjoint
if it is horizontally disjoint and vertically disjoint.
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D1

D2

D1 D2

Figure 6: Tensor product (left) and composition (right) of tangle diagrams
ŒD1� and ŒD2� in a directed biangle.

For a tangle diagram D in a directed biangle EB , we write

(4-2) @inD D @binD and @outD D @boutD;

where bin and bout are inward and outward boundary arcs of EB , respectively.

Definition 4.12 (tensor product and composition of oriented tangle diagrams in a
directed biangle) Let EB be a directed biangle, and let ŒD1�; ŒD2� 2 D. EB/.
� Let D01 and D02 be boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagrams in EB that are isotopic
to D1 and D2, respectively, such that D01 and D02 are completely disjoint and D01
is horizontally higher than D02. Let D be the union of D01 and D02, with D01 being
set to be vertically higher than D02; see Figure 6. Define the tensor product of the
equivalence classes of boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagrams ŒD1� and ŒD2� in EB
as ŒD1�˝ ŒD2� WD ŒD�.
� Suppose that @inD1 and @outD2 have the same cardinality, that the unique bijection
@inD1 ! @outD2 that preserves the horizontal orderings also preserves the vertical
orderings, and that this bijection is compatible with the orientations on D1 and D2
in the sense that it sends sinks to sources and vice versa; we then say that ŒD1� is
composable with ŒD2�. Now, say thatD1 is a boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagram
in a directed biangle EB1, and D2 is one in EB2. Let EB 0 be the directed biangle obtained
by gluing EB1 and EB2 along the inward boundary arc of EB1 and the outward boundary
arc of EB2, respecting their orientations, so that the gluing map restricts to the above
bijection @inD1! @outD2. Let D be the boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagram in
EB 0 obtained as the union of the images ofD1 andD2 under the gluing map; see Figure 6.

Define the composition of the equivalence classes of boundary-ordered oriented tangle
diagrams ŒD1� and ŒD2� in a directed biangle as ŒD1� ı ŒD2� WD ŒD�.

It is well known that any oriented tangle diagram in a directed biangle EB can be
obtained from certain elementary ones by applying a sequence of tensor products and
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y x

binbout

(I): Identity

(forward)

y2

y1

�
(II): Cup (up)

(y1 � y2)

x2

x1

�

(III): Cap (up)

(x1 � x2)

x2

x1y1

y2

��

(IV): Height exchange 1

(x1 � x2, y2 � y1)

x2

x1y1

y2

��

(V): Positive crossing

(x1 � x2, y1 � y2)

y x

binbout

(VI): Identity

(backward)

y2

y1
�

(VII): Cup (down)

(y1 � y2)

x2

x1

�

(VIII): Cap (down)

(x1 � x2)

x2

x1y1

y2

��

(IX): Height exchange 2

(x2 � x1, y1 � y2)

x2

x1y1

y2
��

(X): Negative crossing

(x1 � x2, y1 � y2)

Figure 7: Elementary boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagrams in a directed
biangle (orientations on boundary arcs bout and bin are as in Definition 4.9).

compositions; we formulate the result in terms of boundary-ordered oriented tangle
diagrams.

Definition 4.13 (elementary tangle diagrams in a directed biangle [30]) A boundary-
ordered oriented tangle diagram D in a directed biangle EB is said to be elementary if it
is one of the ten cases in Figure 7. We say the corresponding equivalence class ŒD� is
elementary.

Lemma 4.14 Any ŒD� 2 D. EB/ can be obtained from elementary classes in D. EB/ by
applying a sequence of tensor products and compositions.
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We are now ready to formulate Gabella’s biangle quantum holonomy as matrix elements
of an operator invariant. From now on let

(4-3) V WD the 2–dimensional C vector space with the ordered basis f�C; ��g:
We note that, in Gabella’s notation [16], the basis vectors �C and �� correspond to the
symbols s1 and s2. For ŒD� 2 D. EB/ we will consider V ˝j@inDj and V ˝j@outDj, where
the tensor factors are ordered according to the (increasing) horizontal orderings on
@inD and @outD; for example, in Figure 4(IV) we have V ˝j@inDjDV ˝V , with the first
factor corresponding to the endpoint x1 and the second factor to x2. We set V ˝0 WDC.

Proposition 4.15 (Gabella’s biangle quantum holonomy packaged as an operator
invariant) There exists a unique map G assigning to each ŒD�2D. EB/ a linear operator

G.ŒD�/ W V ˝j@inDj! V ˝j@outDj

that satisfies

G.ŒD1� ı ŒD2�/DG.ŒD1�/ ıG.ŒD2�/; G.ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/DG.ŒD1�/˝G.ŒD2�/;
and whose values at elementary classes ŒD� 2 D. EB/ are:

(GB1) Identity If D is as in Figure 7(I ) or (VI ), then G.ŒD�/D id W V ! V .

(GB2) Cup If D is as in Figure 7(II ) or (VII ), then G.ŒD�/ W C ! V ˝ V sends
1 2C to �C˝ ���!4��˝ �C.

(GB3) Cap If D is as in Figure 7(III ) or (VIII ), then G.ŒD�/ W V ˝ V ! C sends
�C˝ �� to �!�4 and ��˝ �C to 1, while sending other basis vectors to zero.

(GB4) Height exchange If D is as in Figure 7(IV ), then G.ŒD�/ W V ˝V ! V ˝V
is given on the basis vectors as

(4-4) G.ŒD�/ W �i ˝ �j 7!
�
�C˝ ��C .!4�!�4/��˝ �C if i DC and j D�;
�i ˝ �j otherwise ,

while if D is as in Figure 7(IX ), then the map G.ŒD�/ W V ˝ V ! V ˝ V is
given as the inverse of the map in (4-4).

(GB5) Positive crossing If D is as in Figure 7(V ), then G.ŒD�/ W V ˝V ! V ˝V
is given on the basis vectors as

(4-5) G.ŒD�/ W �i ˝ �j 7!
8<:
!�4�i ˝ �j if i D j;
��˝ �C if i DC and j D�;
�C˝ ��C .!�4�!4/��˝ �C if i D� and j DC:

(GB6) Negative crossing If D is as in Figure 7(X ), then G.ŒD�/ W V ˝V ! V ˝V
is given as the inverse of the map in (4-5).
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What will be actually used in the construction of Gabella’s quantum holonomy over
the entire triangulated surface are matrix elements.

Definition 4.16 (basis of V ˝M and bilinear form) For each ordered sequence
E"D f"1; : : : ; "M g in fC;�g, define the basis vector of V ˝M as

�E" WD �"1 ˝ �"2 ˝ � � �˝ �"M 2 V ˝V ˝ � � �˝V D V ˝M :
Define a symmetric bilinear form h � ; � i on V ˝M as h�E"; �E"0i D ıE";E"0 , the Kronecker
delta.

Definition 4.17 (Gabella’s biangle quantum holonomy as matrix elements of G)
Let EB be a directed biangle, with the underlying biangle being B D .†;P/, with
S D † n P . Let ! 2 C�. Let ŒK; s� be the VH-isotopy class of a stated oriented
VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/.
Denote by ŒD; s�2Ds. EB/ the stated boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagram of ŒK; s�
and let @in.D/Dfx1; x2; : : : ; xj@inDjg and @out.D/Dfy1; : : : ; yj@outDjg, arranged in the
respective (increasing) horizontal orderings. Define the inward/outward basis vector
for s as

(4-6)
�sin WD �s.x1/˝ �s.x2/˝ � � �˝ �s.xj@inDj/

2 V ˝j@inDj;

�sout WD �s.y1/˝ � � �˝ �s.yj@outDj/
2 V ˝j@outDj;

where, if @inD D ∅ or @outD D ∅, we let �sin D 1 or �sout D 1, respectively. Let
G.ŒD; s�/ 2C be the matrix element of the linear map G.ŒD�/ W V ˝j@inDj! V ˝j@outDj
of Proposition 4.15 for these basis vectors, ie

G.ŒD; s�/ WD h�sout; G.ŒD�/�
s
ini:

Define the Gabella biangle quantum holonomy as the map TrHol!EB assigning to each
ŒK; s� the value:

TrHol!EB.ŒK; s�/ WDG.ŒD; s�/ 2C:

For example, if D is as in Proposition 4.15(GB2) with y1 � y2, s.y1/ D � and
s.y2/DC, then TrHol!EB.ŒK; s�/D�!

4, while ifD is as in Proposition 4.15(GB4) with
s.x1/DC, s.x2/D�, s.y1/D� and s.y2/DC, then TrHol!EB.ŒK; s�/D !

4�!�4.

The following useful observations can be checked in a straightforward manner; we
will provide a proof of it at the end of Section 5.5 using the relationship with the
Bonahon–Wong biangle quantum trace.
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Lemma 4.18 The Gabella biangle quantum holonomy satisfies:

(1) Direction independence TrHol!EB.ŒK; s�/ is independent of the choice of the
direction on B , so we can define

TrHol!B.ŒK; s�/ WD TrHol!EB.ŒK; s�/:

(2) Charge conservation A state s of a tangle diagram D in EB or of a VH-tangle
in the thickening of EB is said to be charge-preserving if and only if the net
sum of signs assigned by s to elements of @inD equals that for @outD (where
˙ are viewed as ˙1). We have TrHol!EB.ŒK; s�/ D 0 for any state s that is not
charge-preserving.

Above is a rigorous treatment via operator invariants of what Gabella meant in [16]. In
particular, one can verify by inspection that the values of TrHol!B at the elementary stated
oriented VH-tangles defined as above coincide with Gabella’s values in [16, Section 5]
except for the cups and caps. The values at cups and caps originally assigned by
Gabella in [16, (5.7)] should be corrected to our values given by Definition 4.17 and
Proposition 4.15(GB2)–(GB3), in order to guarantee the well-definedness (isotopy
invariance) of Gabella’s quantum holonomy for the entire surface, which will be
constructed in the next subsection. We will give a full justification of our construction
of TrHol!B , including the proof of Proposition 4.15, later in the next section.

4.3 Quantum holonomy

We now describe Gabella’s quantum holonomy [16] associated to an oriented VH-tangle
K in S� .�1; 1/. We first define a Gabella lift of a stated oriented VH-tangle .K; s/,
and enumerate their isotopy classes by the collection of states for the Gabella lifts of
triangle segments, which we package as a y�–juncture-state of K.

Definition 4.19 Let .†;P/, S, � and y� be as in Definition 4.8. Let K be an oriented
VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/ in a good position with respect to y�. Let zK be a Gabella
lift in z†� � .�1; 1/ of K. The y�–juncture-state J zK of K whose restriction to the
endpoints of each triangle segment k of K coincides with the state s Qk of the Gabella
lift Qk of k determined by zK is the y�–juncture-state of K associated to Gabella lift zK.

If s is a state of K, by a Gabella lift of the stated oriented VH-tangle .K; s/ we mean a
Gabella lift zK of K whose associated y�–juncture-state J zK restricts to s at @K.
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Lemma 4.20 Let .K; s/ be a stated oriented VH-tangle in S � .�1; 1/ in a good
position with respect to y�. The correspondence zK 7! J zK yields a bijection between
the set of all isotopy classes of Gabella lifts of K and the set of all y�–juncture-states
of K. Gabella lifts of .K; s/ correspond to y�–juncture-states of K restricting to s
at @K.

Definition 4.21 For a y�–juncture-state J of K, denote by zKJ a Gabella lift of K
whose associated y�–juncture-state coincides with J .

A y�–juncture-state J of K is said to be admissible if zKJ is an admissible Gabella lift
of K (see Definition 4.8), that is, if none of the triangle segments of K fall into the
case of Figure 3, left, with J.x1/D� and J.x2/DC.

Remark 4.22 Notice that the state-sum formula of the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace,
as seen in Section 3.5, was written as a sum over all y�–juncture-states of K. One may
observe that the terms corresponding to nonadmissible y�–juncture-states are zero.

We are now ready to state our version of the construction of the sought-for Gabella
quantum holonomy.

Definition 4.23 (enhanced and modified Gabella quantum holonomy) Let .†;P/, S,
� and y� be as in Definition 4.8. Let ! 2C�, and let q D !4. Let .K; s/ be a stated
oriented VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/.
Isotope .K; s/ into a stated oriented VH-tangle .K 0; s0/ in S�.�1; 1/ in a good position
with respect to y� (see Lemma 3.23) through a VH-isotopy.

For each Gabella lift zKJ in z†� � .�1; 1/ of .K 0; s0/ associated to a y�–juncture-
state J W f y�–junctures of K 0g ! fC;�g of K 0 that restricts to s0 at @K 0, we define
a monomial yZ zKJ in the (square-root) generators yZ1; : : : ; yZn of the Chekhov–Fock
algebra T !� (see Definition 3.9) and a coefficient �. zKJ I!/ 2 ZŒ!; !�1� as follows:

(G1) The monomial part For each edge e of the original triangulation �, denote
again by e one of any of the two edges e and e0 in y� corresponding to e. Let

be.J / 2 Z

be the sum of signs of all y�–junctures of K 0 over e assigned by the y�–juncture-state J ,
where C and � are thought of as 1 and �1 respectively. Now let

yZ zKJ WD
�Y
e2�
yZbe.J /e

�
Weyl
2 T !� ;

where Œ� �Weyl is the Weyl-ordered monomial defined in Definition 2.18.
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.�/ .C/
Figure 8: Sign of a crossing.

(G2) The q–power coefficient part To each of the crossings of zKJ (as defined at
the end of Section 4.1), associate the sign C1 if it is of type .C/ in Figure 8, and �1 if
it is of type .�/ in Figure 8. Let

wry�. zKJ / 2 Z

be the net sum of all signs of crossings over all triangles of y�, ie the usual writhe of
the tangle zKJ considered only over triangles of y�.

(G3) The biangle factor; “R-matrix” and cup/cap For each i D 1; : : : ; n, let
Li WDK 0\ ..†i nPi /� .�1; 1// be the part of K 0 over the biangle Bi D .†i ;Pi / of
y� corresponding to the edge ei of �. Then .Li ; J j@Li / is a stated oriented VH-tangle
in .†i nPi /� .�1; 1/. Consider its value under the biangle quantum holonomy map
TrHol!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/ 2C.

Let

(4-7) �. zKJ I!/ WD
� nY
iD1

TrHol!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/
�
� q�wry�. zKJ / 2 ZŒ!; !�1�:

Define the (enhanced) Gabella quantum holonomy for the stated oriented VH-tangle
.K; s/ in S� .�1; 1/ by the formula

(4-8) TrHol!�.K; s/ WD
X
zKJ
�. zKJ I!/ yZ zKJ 2 T !� ;

where the sum is over all isotopy classes of admissible Gabella lifts zKJ of .K 0; s0/
(see Definition 4.8), ie over all admissible y�–juncture-states J of K 0 that restrict to s0
at @K 0.

One might wonder why we can choose any one of e and e0 in (G1) above. We claim that
for any y�–juncture-state J of K 0 for which the coefficient �. zKJ I!/ is nonzero, we
have be.J /D be0.J /; this is an easy consequence of the charge conservation property
(see Lemma 4.18(2)) of the biangle quantum holonomy. The ideas of (G1) and (G2)
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already appeared in [21] for a connected nonclosed tangle that is given the always-
going-up elevations, and as mentioned already the main contribution of Gabella [16] is
the biangle factor (G3), which enables one to define the quantum holonomy for closed
tangles. Meanwhile, as mentioned in Section 4.2, the biangle quantum holonomy was
only partially dealt with in [16], and the independence of the value of TrHol!�.K; s/
(even in case K D∅) on the choice made in the construction, namely the choice of an
isotopy transformation into a tangle K 0 in a good position, was only partially proved
in [16]. This independence was made as a conjecture in the earlier version of the
present paper [26], and will be obtained as a consequence of the main result of this
paper in a fully general case of a stated oriented VH-tangle.

In the meantime, one actual difference between Gabella’s original construction [16]
and ours is the monomial part (G1); Gabella uses different normalization. Namely,
denote by jbej.K/ be the number of all junctures of K on e. Then, in place of our
monomial yZ zKJ , Gabella uses

(4-9) yX zKJ WD
� Y
e2�
yX
1
2
.be.J /Cjbe j.K//

e

�
Weyl
2 T q� :

Gabella’s choice causes the final result to enjoy many properties, and has the advantage
of avoiding the square-root variables (since 1

2
.be.J /Cjbej.K// 2 Z) and making the

lowest term 1. Later, we will discuss why we had to modify as we did.

As already mentioned, Gabella’s original construction is for a simple loop in the
surface S.

Definition 4.24 Let � be a triangulation of a triangulable generalized marked surface
.†;P/, and let  be an oriented simple loop in SD† nP .

Let K be the oriented tangle in S� .�1; 1/ obtained as a constant-elevation lift of  ,
as in Definition 3.17. Define the Gabella quantum holonomy of the oriented simple
loop  in the surface S as

(4-10) TrHol!�./ WD TrHol!�.K ;∅/ 2 T !� :

Some of the important properties of TrHol!�./ proved by Gabella in [16] read as
follows, when translated to our normalization:

Proposition 4.25 (properties of Gabella quantum holonomy [16]) Let .†;P/, S, �,
 and K D K be as in Definition 4.24. Suppose further that  is not a contractible
loop in S.
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(1) When ! D 1, TrHol1�./ recovers the (absolute value of the) usual trace-of-
holonomy function I./ on XC.†;P/ along  .

(2) In terms of the partial ordering on the monomials yZ zKJ 2 T !� appearing in the
right-hand side of (4-8) for TrHol!�./D TrHol!�.K;∅/ induced by the powers of the
generators yZ1; : : : ; yZn, there is a unique Gabella lift zKJ giving the highest term , for
which the power ae of each generator yZe in the monomial yZ zKJ , associated to the
edge e of �, equals the intersection number ae./ defined in Lemma 2.8 (two times
the Fock–Goncharov tropical A–coordinate for the lamination  ), and the coefficient
�. zKJ I!/ is 1.

(3) For each zKJ appearing in (4-8), the coefficient �. zKJ I!/ belongs to Z�0Œq; q�1�,
ie is a positive integral Laurent polynomial in q D !4.

(4) For each zKJ appearing in (4-8), the coefficient �. zKJ I!/ is �–invariant , in
the sense that �. zKJ I!/ D �. zKJ I!�1/, or that it is invariant under the exchange
q$ q�1.

One remark is that the proof given in [16, Section 6.4] of the positivity property of part
(3) is not quite sufficient; we note that this positivity will follow from the main result
of our paper along with [7].

5 Equality of the two constructions

5.1 Statement of the main theorem

For a stated oriented VH-tangle .K; s/ in S� .�1; 1/, we investigated the Bonahon–
Wong quantum trace Tr!�.ŒK; s�/2 T !� (by viewing .K; s/ as a stated oriented V-tangle)
and Gabella’s quantum holonomy TrHol!�.ŒK; s�/2T !� . They have several properties in
common, which naturally leads to the question of whether they are equal, as mentioned
in [16] for the case when K is closed and connected. This equality is our main theorem.
In order to formulate the result in full generality, incorporating possibly nonclosed
tangles, we first introduce:

Definition 5.1 (signed order correction amount) Let .†;P/ be a generalized marked
surface, not necessarily triangulable. LetSD†nP . Let e be a P–arc (see Definition 2.3)
of .†;P/, with an orientation chosen on e.
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� Let Z be an ordered finite subset of e, and s0 WZ! fC;�g be a state of Z. Define
the signed order correction amount of the stated ordered subset .Z; s0/ on the oriented
arc e as the integer

C.eIZ; s0/ WD
X

x;y2Zjx<y
sgn.eI �!xy/s0.x/s0.y/ 2 Z;

where each sign ˙ is regarded as the number ˙1, and

sgn.eI �!xy/ WD
�C1 if the direction from x to y matches the given orientation on e;
�1 otherwise.

When Z D∅, we set C.eI∅;∅/D 0.

� When Z is a finite subset of the thickening e � .�1; 1/ of e equipped with a state
s0 WZ!fC;�g such that the restrictions to Z of the projection maps e� .�1; 1/! e

and e� .�1; 1/! .�1; 1/ are injective, we define C.eIZ; s0/ using the projection of
.Z; s0/ onto e, with the ordering on the projection of Z coming from the elevations of
the elements of Z, ie the vertical ordering.

� When e is a boundary arc and no orientation is specified, we use the boundary-
orientation (see Definition 2.1) coming from the surface orientation on †.

� If .K; s/ is a stated VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/, the boundary signed order correction
amount of .K; s/ is defined as

@C.†;P/.K; s/ WD
X

boundary arcs b of .†;P/

C.bI @K \ .b � .�1; 1//; sj@K\.b�.�1;1///;

where we always use the boundary-orientation on b even if .†;P/ is a directed biangle.

Theorem 5.2 (main theorem) Let .†;P/ be a triangulable generalized marked
surface , and � a triangulation of .†;P/. Let SD † nP . Let ! 2 C�, q D !4 and
AD !�2. Let .K; s/ be a stated oriented VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/ satisfying (P1) and
(P2) of Section 3.1. Then the Bonahon–Wong quantum trace Tr!�.ŒK; s�/ 2 Z!� � T !� ,
constructed in Section 3 for the stated skein ŒK; s� 2 SAs .†;P/, is related to the
enhanced Gabella quantum holonomy TrHol!�.K; s/ 2 T !� constructed in Section 4 as

(5-1) Tr!�.ŒK; s�/D !2wr.K/!@C.†;P/.K;s/ TrHol!�.K; s/;

where the writhe wr.K/ 2 Z of the VH-tangle K is defined as

wr.K/ WD #(crossings of type .C/ in Figure 8)�#(crossings of type .�/ in Figure 8);

counted over † (not over the branched double cover z†�).
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In particular , this equality holds for a constant-elevation lift K D K of an oriented
simple loop  in S (see Definition 3.17), where wr.K/ D 0, @K D ∅, s D ∅ and
@C.†;P/.K;∅/D0. Hence , Allegretti and Kim’s solution yI!�./ in (3-6) to the quantum
ordering problem for the classical function I./ addressed in Section 2.4 coincides
with Gabella’s solution TrHol!�./ in (4-10).

This theorem has some immediate consequences on the Gabella quantum holonomy
TrHol!�.K; s/ following from the corresponding properties of the Bonahon–Wong quan-
tum trace Tr!�.ŒK; s�/, and some obvious observations about wr.K/ and @C.†;P/.K; s/.
Namely, we obtain a proof of Proposition 4.25, especially the positivity in part (3), and
the following corollaries:

Corollary 5.3 (isotopy invariance) The enhanced Gabella quantum holonomy defined
in Definition 4.23, TrHol!�.K; s/, depends only on the VH-isotopy class of a stated
oriented VH-tangle .K; s/.

Corollary 5.4 (mutation compatibility) Let .†;P/ and � be as in Definition 3.22.
Let SD† nP . Let ! 2C� and q D !4. Let �0 be another triangulation of .†;P/.

Let .K; s/ be an oriented stated VH-tangle in S� .�1; 1/. Then we have

TrHol!�.K; s/D‚!��0.TrHol!�0.K; s//;

where ‚!��0 is the square-root quantum coordinate change map as in Proposition 3.10.
In particular , TrHol!�.K; s/ 2 Z!� and TrHol!�0.K; s/ 2 Z!�0 (see Definition 3.9).

As a consequence , we also obtain TrHol!�.K; s/ 2 L!�, where L!� is defined as in (3-2).

The main theorem and these corollaries hold for the Gabella quantum holonomy
TrHol!�.K; s/ defined using Proposition 4.15 and the normalization Definition 4.23(G1)
as in our present paper, but not for Gabella’s original construction [16] which uses
different values for Proposition 4.15(GB2)–(GB3) and the normalization in (4-9).

We note that, in the earlier version [26] of the present paper, the main theorem was
proved only for the case when the tangle K is closed, connected, and has no crossing,
because the biangle quantum holonomy was only partially dealt with. In the present
version, through the contribution of the newly participating second author, we now
have a complete treatment of the biangle quantum holonomy, hence the main theorem
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in full generality. The new idea added in this version also made the proofs shorter and
more direct.

Let’s now start proving the main theorem. Let .K; s/ be any stated oriented VH-tangle
in S� .�1; 1/. Isotope it to a stated oriented VH-tangle .K 0; s0/ in a good position
with respect to a split ideal triangulation y� of � (see Definition 3.22), through a
VH-isotopy. Then both sides of the sought-for (5-1) are expressed as sums over
admissible y�–juncture-states J of K 0 restricting to s0 at @K 0; see Proposition 3.25 and
Definition 4.23. It is enough to show that the summands of the two sides for each J
coincide, ie to show the term-by-term equality

(5-2) BW!
y�.K

0IJ /D !2wr.K/!@C.†;P/.K;s/�. zKJ I!/ yZ zKJ

for each J . The rest of the present section is devoted to a proof of the term-by-term
equality, (5-2); for convenience, from now on we may identify K with K 0:

K DK 0:

Throughout the entire section, we will reserve the symbols K, K 0 and s as such.

5.2 Bonahon–Wong triangle factors

We further break down the Bonahon–Wong summand BW!
y�.K

0IJ / D BW!
y�.KIJ /

in the left-hand side of the sought-for (5-2) into the product of the biangle factors
Tr!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/ and the triangle factors Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/, as in its very definition
in (3-11). In the present subsection we focus on the triangle factors.

Let .†;P/, S, �, y�, ei , e0i , Bi , tj and Otj be as in Definition 3.22. Let ! 2 C� and
qD !4. As done in Proposition 3.25, we let Kj WDK\ .Otj � .�1; 1// be the part of K
over the triangle Otj of y�, and let kj;1; : : : ; kj;lj be the components of Kj (the triangle
segments of K over Otj ) in order of increasing elevation. The triangle factor for this
triangle Otj is as written in (3-10):

Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/
D Tr!Otj .Œkj;1; J j@kj;1 �/Tr!Otj .Œkj;2; J j@kj;2 �/ � � �Tr!Otj .Œkj;lj ; J j@kj;lj �/ 2 T

!
Otj :

We will now rewrite the right-hand side as the Weyl-ordered monomial times some
integer power of !, which we refer to as the deviation.
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Definition 5.5 The deviation of the Bonahon–Wong triangle factor for triangle Otj
from the Weyl-ordering, which is associated to the stated V-tangle .Kj ; J j@Kj / in the
thickening of Otj , is the unique integer devOtj .Kj ; J j@Kj / such that

Tr!Otj .ŒKj ;J j@Kj �/D!
devOtj .Kj ;J j@Kj /ŒTr!Otj .Œkj;1;J j@kj;1 �/ � � �Tr!Otj .Œkj;lj ;J j@kj;lj �/�Weyl:

In the right-hand side we define Œ� �Weyl as Œ yZa11 � � � yZann �Weyl when�D!m yZa11 � � � yZann
for some m; a1; : : : ; an 2 Z.

If J is not admissible both sides of the above equation are zero, so the deviation would
not be uniquely determined, but we only deal with admissible J . We could apply the
definition of deviation to more general stated V-tangles satisfying certain conditions,
eg (GP2)–(GP3) of Definition 3.22. For example, for the stated V-tangle consisting of
two of the components of .Kj ; J j@Kj /, whenever 1� r < u� lj we have

Tr!Otj .Œkj;r ; J j@kj;r �/Tr!Otj .Œkj;u; J j@kj;u �/

D !devOtj .kj;r[kj;u;J j@kj;r[@kj;u /ŒTr!Otj .Œkj;r ; J j@kj;r �/Tr!Otj .Œkj;u; J j@kj;u �/�Weyl:

It is straightforward to prove the following well-known observation, which enables
us to express the deviation for a triangle as a sum of deviations over pairs of tangle
segments in the triangle:

(5-3) devOtj .Kj ; J j@Kj /D
X

1�r<u�lj
devOtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/:

We establish a computational lemma for each summand of the right-hand side of (5-3):

Lemma 5.6 (deviation for a pair of stated tangle segments in a triangle) If .k1[k2; s0/
is a stated V-tangle in the thickening of a non-self-folded triangle Ot consisting of two
tangle segments k1 and k2 as in Figure 9, left or center left , and if we write "1D s0.x1/,
"2 D s0.x2/, "3 D s0.x3/ and "4 D s0.x4/, then we have

devOt .k1[ k2; s0/D
�
"1"4� "2"3 for Figure 9, left;
"1"3� "1"4C "2"4 for Figure 9, center left:

The proof follows from straightforward computation.

5.3 Gabella triangle factors

Now we turn to the triangle factors of the term for Gabella quantum holonomy, the
right-hand side of (5-2). Recall from (4-7) that �. zKJ I!/ is the product of the biangle
quantum holonomy factors for biangles and a power of q to the (negative) writhe of
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Figure 9: Pairs of tangle segments over a triangle (arrows in boundary are clockwise).

the Gabella lift zKJ counted over triangles of y�. One must be careful that this writhe
is considered over the branched double cover surface y†�, and not over †. Writhe is
a net sum of signs of all crossings, where each crossing is formed by two segments
living over a same triangle of y�. Thus we can write this writhe wry�. zKJ / as a double
sum, where the outer sum is over triangles of y� and the inner sum is over pairs of
segments living over each triangle. For triangle Otj of y�, denote by zKJj the part of zKJ
over Otj ; more precisely, the subset of zKJ of points whose images under the composition
z†� � .�1; 1/!†� .�1; 1/!† lie in Otj . Define wrOtj . zKJj / to be the writhe of zKJj ,
ie the net sum of signs of the crossings (see Definition 4.23(G2)) of zKJj . Then

wry�. zKJ /D
mX
jD1

wrOtj . zKJj /:

Note that zKJj is a Gabella lift of the stated oriented VH-tangle Kj living in the
thickening of the triangle Otj . Denote the components of zKJj by Qkj;1, . . . , Qkj;lj . Then
one can observe that these are Gabella lifts of the corresponding components of Kj
which are stated oriented tangle segments .kj;1; J j@kj;1/, . . . , .kj;lj ; J j@kj;lj /. That is,
Qkj;r is a Gabella lift of the horizontal triangle segment kj;r with the state coinciding
with J j@kj;r ; see Definition 4.7. One observes

(5-4) wrOtj . zKJj /D
X

1�r<u�lj
wrOtj . Qkj;r [ Qkj;u/;

thus we indeed expressed wry�. zKJ / as a double sum. Now we establish a computational
lemma for the innermost summand:

Lemma 5.7 (writhe for a pair of stated oriented tangle segments in a triangle) Let Ot
be a non-self-folded triangle , viewed as a generalized marked surface .†0;P 0/, with the
unique ideal triangulation �0. Let S0 D†0 nP 0. Let .k1[ k2; s0/ be a stated oriented
VH-tangle in S0� .�1; 1/ as in Figure 9, left or center left , with arbitrary orientations
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on k1 and k2. Let Qk1 [ Qk2 be a Gabella lift in z†0�0 � .�1; 1/ of .k1 [ k2; s0/ (in the
sense of Definition 4.8), where each of Qk1 and Qk2 is a Gabella lift of .k1; s0j@k1/ and
.k2; s0j@k2/ respectively (in the sense of Definition 4.7 with the prescribed states).

If we write "1 D s0.x1/, "2 D s0.x2/, "3 D s0.x3/ and "4 D s0.x4/, then the writhe
of the Gabella lift Qk1[ Qk2 is given by

wrOt . Qk1[ Qk2/D
��1

4
."1� "2/."3C "4/ for Figure 9, left;

�1
4
."1� "2/."3� "4/ for Figure 9, center left;

where each sign ˙ is understood as the number ˙1.

Remark 5.8 This is another occurrence of the phenomenon of orientation insensitivity.

Proof Note that the Gabella lift Qk1[ Qk2 is uniquely determined up to VH-isotopy in
this situation; any Gabella lift gives the same answer for the writhe, because writhe is
well defined up to (VH-)isotopy. Consider Figure 9, left, where both segments k1 and
k2 live in the same corner; with respect to the vertex of this corner k1 is “inner” and
k2 “outer”. If "1 D "2 then the Gabella lift Qk1 of the inner segment bounds a corner
region of the triangle not containing the branch point (see Figure 5), and hence can be
isotoped so that it doesn’t have a crossing with Qk2. If "3 ¤ "4 the Gabella lift Qk2 of the
outer segment bounds a corner region of the triangle containing the branch point (see
Figure 5), and hence can be isotoped so that it doesn’t have a crossing with Qk1. So, in
these cases, we have wrOt . Qk1 [ Qk2/D 0. Meanwhile, note that �1

4
."1 � "2/."3C "4/

equals zero in these cases, so we get the sought-for equality. Now assume that both
"1 ¤ "2 and "3 D "4 hold; there are four such possibilities for signs. The upper half of
Figure 10 presents the diagram of Qk1 [ Qk2 for each of these four possibilities under
a particular choice of orientations of k1 and k2; one can easily verify the equality in
these cases. For each case in the upper half of Figure 10, note that the projections of
Qk1 and Qk2 in Ot meet at two points in †, only one of which is a crossing point over the
branched double cover z†� of Qk1 [ Qk2. If one changes the orientation of either one
of k1 or k2, say ki , then the projections of Qk1 and Qk2 in Ot are same as before, with
the orientation of Qki reversed. Then the diagram of each of Qk1 and Qk2 stays the same
(though the diagram of Qk1[ Qk2 is changed), with the orientation of Qki reversed, and the
sheet numbers of points of Qki changed from before. So, out of the two intersections
of the projections of Qk1 and Qk2 in Ot , the one that used to be the crossing of Qk1[ Qk2 is
not a crossing anymore, and the remaining one now becomes the crossing point in z†�.
However, one easily verifies that the sign of the crossing is same as before. Similar
argument holds whenever one changes the orientation of both k1 and k2.
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Figure 10: Diagrams for a Gabella lift Qk1[ Qk2 in z†� of a union of two stated
oriented VH-tangles in a triangle Ot , for computation of writhe. Here the tuples
of signs are values of ."1; "2; "3; "4/.
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Now consider Figure 9, center left. If "1 D "2 or "3 D "4 holds, it is easy to see that
both sides of the equation in the statement are zero. When both "1 ¤ "2 and "3 ¤ "4
hold, one can check the equality case by case, for each of the four possibilities for
the signs; see the lower half of Figure 10, drawn for particular choices of orientations.
As in the previous case, one easily observes that the equality also holds for the other
choices of orientations.

Using the computational lemmas developed so far, we now arrive at the relationship
between the triangle factors of the Bonahon–Wong term and the Gabella term. In
fact, they are not exactly equal, but equal only up to powers of ! to the signed order
correction amounts defined in Definition 5.1, which is due to the fact that the Bonahon–
Wong quantum trace is defined for V-tangles up to V-isotopy, but writhe (and hence
Gabella quantum holonomy) is defined for VH-tangles up to VH-isotopy. The precise
statement is as follows, and is the main technical lemma of the proof of our main
theorem.

Lemma 5.9 (equality of the triangle factors) One has

devOtj .Kj ; J j@Kj /D�4wrOtj . zKJj /C 2wr.Kj /C @COtj .Kj ; J j@Kj /

Proof We first rewrite the boundary signed order correction amount as the sum over
pairs of tangle segments kj;1, . . . , kj;lj of Kj :

(5-5) @COtj .Kj ; J j@Kj /D
X

1�r<u�lj
@COtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/:

This is easily proved by looking at the contributions at each boundary arc of Otj .

Let 1� r < u� lj . In view of the sum expression for the deviation obtained in (5-3),
and of

wr.Kj /D
X

1�r<u�lj
wr.kj;r [ kj;u/;

we now investigate the number

.�/j Ir;u WD devOtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/C 4wrOtj . Qkj;r [ Qkj;u/� 2wr.kj;r [ kj;u/;
and will show that it equals the .r; u/th summand in the right-hand side of (5-5). We
apply Lemma 5.6 to .kj;r [ kj;u; J@kj;r[@kj;u/, for which we also apply Lemma 5.7
with the Gabella lift Qkj;r [ Qkj;u.
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If kj;r and kj;u are like k1 and k2 of Figure 9, left, we have

.�/j Ir;u D .J.x1/J.x4/�J.x2/J.x3/„ ƒ‚ …
Lemma 5.6

/� .J.x1/�J.x2//.J.x3/CJ.x4//„ ƒ‚ …
Lemma 5.7

� 2wr.kj;r [ kj;u/„ ƒ‚ …
D0

D .�J.x1/J.x3/CJ.x2/J.x4//
D sgn.eI ���!x1x3/J.x1/J.x3/C sgn.e0I ���!x2x4/J.x2/J.x4/;

where e is the side of Otj containing x1 and x3, while e0 is the side containing x2 and x4.
Note x1 < x3 and x2 < x4 in the ordering coming from elevations, because kj;r has
lower elevation than kj;u. Therefore

(5-6) .�/j;rIu D @COtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J@kj;r[@kj;u/
holds in this case, as desired.

Suppose now that kj;r and kj;u are like k1 and k2 of Figure 9, center right. As tangles,
this case can be obtained from the case of Figure 9, left, by a V-isotopy that slides
the endpoints x1 of k1 and x3 of k2. After this sliding (or boundary exchange move
(M2) in Section 3.1), note that devOtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/ does not change, and
the boundary signed order correction amount @COtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/ increases
by two if J.x1/ D J.x3/ and decreases by two if J.x1/ ¤ J.x3/. Suppose that the
orientations on k1 and k2 are parallel, eg going from x1 to x2 and x3 to x4. After
sliding, �2wr.kj;r[kj;u/ decreases by two, while 4wrOtj . Qkj;r[ Qkj;u/ increases by four
if J.x1/D J.x3/ (because the parts of the two segments near the boundary edge are
living in the same sheet) and stays the same if J.x1/¤ J.x3/ (because the parts of the
two segments near the boundary edge are living in different sheets). Thus (5-6) holds.
Now suppose that the orientations of k1 and k2 are not parallel, eg k2 is going from x4

to x3. After the sliding move from the case of Figure 9, left, �2wr.kj;r[kj;u/ increases
by two, while 4wrOtj . Qkj;r [ Qkj;u/ stays the same if J.x1/ D J.x3/ and decreases by
four if J.x1/¤ J.x3/. Thus (5-6) still holds.

If kj;r and kj;u are like k1 and k2 of Figure 9, center left, we have

.�/j Ir;u D .J.x1/J.x3/�J.x1/J.x4/CJ.x2/J.x4/„ ƒ‚ …
Lemma 5.6

/

� .J.x1/�J.x2//.J.x3/�J.x4//„ ƒ‚ …
Lemma 5.7

�2wr.kj;r [ kj;u/„ ƒ‚ …
D0

D J.x2/J.x3/D sgn.eI ���!x2x3/J.x2/J.x3/;
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where e is the side of Otj containing x2 and x3. Note x2<x3 in the ordering coming from
elevations, because kj;r has lower elevation than kj;u. Thus (5-6) holds also in this case.

Suppose now that kj;r and kj;u are like k1 and k2 of Figure 9, right. As tangles,
this case can be obtained from Figure 9, center left, by a V-isotopy that slides the
endpoints x2 of k1 and x3 of k2. After this sliding (or boundary exchange move), note
that devOtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/ does not change, and the boundary signed order
correction amount @COtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/ decreases by two if J.x2/D J.x3/
and increases by two if J.x2/¤ J.x3/. Suppose that the orientations on k1 and k2 are
parallel, eg going from x2 to x1 and x3 to x4. After sliding, �2wr.kj;r[kj;u/ increases
by two, while 4wrOtj . Qkj;r[ Qkj;u/ decreases by four if J.x2/DJ.x3/ and stays the same
if J.x2/¤ J.x3/. Thus (5-6) holds. Now suppose that the orientations of k1 and k2
are not parallel, eg k1 is going from x1 to x2. After the sliding move from the case of
Figure 9, center left, �2wr.kj;r[kj;u/ decreases by two, while 4wrOtj . Qkj;r[ Qkj;u/ stays
the same if J.x2/DJ.x3/ and increases by four if J.x2/¤J.x3/. Thus (5-6) still holds.

When kj;r and kj;u play the roles of k2 and k1 of Figure 9 in each of the cases we
dealt with so far, (5-6) still holds because of the skew-symmetry of each of the three
terms of .�/j Ir;u, as well as that of the boundary signed order correction amount
@COtj .kj;r [ kj;u; J j@kj;r[@kj;u/.

Now, taking the sum of the equality (5-6) over all pairs .r; u/ with 1� r < u� lj , we
get the desired result, in view of (5-3), (5-4), and (5-5).

The boundary signed order correction amount will also appear in the relationship
between the biangle factors of the Bonahon–Wong term and the Gabella term, canceling
the ones appearing for the triangles.

5.4 Bonahon–Wong biangle factors via the Uq.sl2/ Reshetikhin–Turaev
operator invariant

Now we move on to the biangle factors. Our approach is via the operator invariants
of tangles in a biangle, as it was in Section 4.2 when investigating Gabella’s biangle
quantum holonomy. We follow notations of Section 4.2, some of which we recall
now. Let EB D .B; dir/ be a directed biangle (see Definition 4.9) whose boundary arcs
are denoted by bin and bout, and let D. EB/ be the set of all equivalence classes ŒD� of
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boundary-ordered oriented tangle diagrams (see Definition 4.10). Let the vector space
V be given as in (4-3), with the ordered basis f�C; ��g. We claimed in Proposition 4.15
that there exists a unique assignmentG that assigns to each ŒD�2D. EB/ a linear operator
G.ŒD�/ W V ˝j@inDj! V ˝j@outDj satisfying certain properties, where @inD D @binD and
@outD D @boutD. Then the Gabella biangle quantum holonomy TrHol!EB.Œk; s0�/ for
a stated oriented VH-tangle .k; s0/ in the thickening of EB was defined as a matrix
element of the operator G.ŒD�/ (see Definition 4.17), where D is the boundary-ordered
oriented tangle diagram of k. We still have to prove Proposition 4.15, and also to
find a relationship between the Gabella biangle quantum holonomy and the Bonahon–
Wong biangle quantum trace dealt with in Section 3.4. We accomplish these two tasks
simultaneously.

The main ingredient of the present section is the Reshetikhin–Turaev operator invariant
[34; 39] for oriented tangles in a thickened biangle, associated to the irreducible 2–
dimensional representation of the quantum group Uq.sl2/. While suggesting the readers
consult the excellent monograph by Ohtsuki [30] for details on the theory of operator
invariants, we just state and use the known result here.

Proposition 5.10 (Reshetikhin–Turaev operator invariant for 2–dimensional irre-
ducible representation of Uq.sl2/ [30; 34; 39]) There exists a unique map F assigning
to each ŒD� 2 D. EB/ a linear operator

F.ŒD�/ W V ˝j@inDj! V ˝j@outDj

that respects the composition and tensor product (see Definition 4.12), ie

F.ŒD1�ı ŒD2�/D F.ŒD1�/ıF.ŒD2�/ and F.ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/D F.ŒD1�/˝F.ŒD2�/;

and whose values at elementary classes ŒD� 2 D. EB/, defined in Definition 4.13 using
Figure 7, are:

(RT1) Identity If D is as in Figure 7(I ) or (VI ), then F.ŒD�/D id W V ! V .

(RT2) Cup If D is as in Figure 7(II ) or (VII ), then F.ŒD�/ W C ! V ˝ V sends
1 2C to !�C˝ ���!5��˝ �C.

(RT3) Cap If D is as in Figure 7(III ) or (VIII ), then F.ŒD�/ W V ˝ V ! C sends
�C˝ �� to �!�5 and ��˝ �C to !�1, while sending other basis vectors to
zero.
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(RT4) Height exchange If D is as in Figure 7(IV ), then F.ŒD�/ W V ˝V ! V ˝V
is given on the basis vectors as

(5-7) �i ˝ �j 7!
8<:
!2�i ˝ �j if i D j;
!�2.�C˝ ��C .!4�!�4/��˝ �C/ if i DC and j D�;
!�2��˝ �C if i D� and j DC;

while if D is as in Figure 7(IX ), then the map F.ŒD�/ W V ˝ V ! V ˝ V is
given by the inverse of the map in (5-7).

(RT5) Positive crossing If D is as in Figure 7(V ), then F.ŒD�/ W V ˝V ! V ˝V
is given by the composition (inverse of the map in (5-7)) ıP , where

P W V ˝V ! V ˝V
is the position exchange map

(5-8) P.�i ˝ �j /D �j ˝ �i for all i; j 2 fC;�g:
(RT6) Negative crossing If D is as in Figure 7(X ), then F.ŒD�/ W V ˝V ! V ˝V

is given by the inverse of the map V ˝V ! V ˝V for case (RT5).

Lemma 5.11 (orientation insensitivity [30, Section 3]) F.ŒD�/ does not depend on
the orientation of components of D.

To make the situation clear, we emphasize again that the validity of the above proposition
and lemma is well known; their proofs can be found in the original paper [34] or the
books [30; 39]. One remark is that in these original references the Reshetikhin–Turaev
operator invariants are formulated for H-tangles, and the condition (RT4) in the above
Proposition 5.10 is to adapt such constructions to the setting of VH-tangles.

Our strategy to prove Proposition 4.15 is to find a relationship between G.ŒD�/ and
F.ŒD�/, then to use Proposition 5.10. However, a proof of Proposition 4.15 for G.ŒD�/
is not the only reason we recalled the Reshetikhin–Turaev operator invariant F.ŒD�/. In
fact, we observe that the matrix elements of F.ŒD�/ are precisely the Bonahon–Wong
biangle quantum trace. Note that this fact was not mentioned in the original work [4];
although it was already observed in [9] we present a proof here for completeness.

Proposition 5.12 (Bonahon–Wong’s biangle quantum trace as matrix elements of F
[9, Theorem 5.2]) Let EB be a directed biangle , with the underlying biangle being
B D .†0;P 0/, with S0 D†0 nP 0. Let ! 2C�. Let Œk; s0� be the VH-isotopy class of a
stated VH-tangle in S0 � .�1; 1/.
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Denote by ŒD; s0� 2 Ds. EB/ the equivalence class of stated boundary-ordered tangle
diagrams for Œk; s0� (with slight abuse of notation for s0). Define the inward and
outward basis vectors �s0in 2 V ˝j@inDj and �s0out 2 V ˝j@outDj as in Definition 4.17, and let
F.ŒD; s0�/ 2C be the matrix element of the linear map F.ŒD�/ W V ˝j@inDj! V ˝j@outDj
of Proposition 5.10 for these basis vectors , ie

F.ŒD; s0�/ WD h�s0out; F .ŒD�/�
s0
in i;

where h � ; � i is as defined in Definition 4.16. Then F.ŒD; s0�/ coincides with the
Bonahon–Wong biangle quantum trace Tr!B.Œk; s0�/ of Proposition 3.19:

Tr!B.Œk; s0�/D F.ŒD; s0�/:

Proof For each ŒD� 2 D. EB/ we define yF .ŒD�/ W V ˝j@inDj! V ˝j@outDj as the unique
linear map whose matrix element of each state s0 of D coincides with the number
Tr!B.Œk; s0�/, where .k; s0/ is a stated VH-tangle in S0 � .�1; 1/ whose projection to
EB yields a stated boundary-ordered tangle diagram equivalent to .D; s0/ (by a slight

abuse of notation for s0):

h�s0out; yF .ŒD�/�s0in i D Tr!B.Œk; s0�/:

By Proposition 3.5(4), any such .k; s0/ are VH-isotopic to each other. Since the
Bonahon–Wong biangle quantum trace is defined on a V-isotopy class of stated tangles,
we see that yF .ŒD�/ is well defined. We will now show that yF .ŒD�/ respects the tensor
product and composition operations in D. EB/, and that it has same values as F.ŒD�/
for elementary classes ŒD�.

First, let ŒD1�; ŒD2� 2 D. EB/ and consider the tensor product ŒD1�˝ ŒD2� defined as
ŒD01[D02� with D01 and D02 as in Definition 4.12; we shall show that

yF .ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/D yF .ŒD1�/˝ yF .ŒD2�/:

Let k01[k02 be a VH-tangle in S0�.�1; 1/ whose projection gives a diagram equivalent
to D01[D02, where k01 corresponds to D01 and k02 to D02. For any state s0 of D01[D02,
we can write it as s0 D s1[ s2 for states s1 and s2 of D01 and D02, so that the inward
basis vector (4-6) for s0 is �s0in D �s1in ˝ �s2in 2 V ˝j@inD

0
1j˝V ˝j@inD

0
2j � V ˝j@in.D

0
1[D02/j.

By construction in Definition 4.12,D1 is vertically higher thanD2, hence k01 has higher
elevation than k02. Hence the stated skein Œk01 [ k02; s0�D Œk01 [ k02; s1 [ s2� 2 SAs .B/
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equals the product Œk02; s2�Œk01; s1� of stated skeins. Using the fact that the Bonahon–
Wong biangle quantum trace map Tr!B is an algebra homomorphism, we obtain

h�s0out; yF .ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/�s0in i D h�s0out; yF .ŒD01[D02�/�s0in i D Tr!B.Œk
0
1[ k02; s0�/

D Tr!B.Œk
0
2; s2�Œk

0
1; s1�/D Tr!B.Œk

0
2; s2�/Tr!B.Œk

0
1; s1�/

D h�s2out; yF .ŒD2�/�s2in ih�s1out; yF .ŒD1�/�s1in i
D h�s1out; yF .ŒD1�/�s1in ih�s2out; yF .ŒD2�/�s2in i
D h�s1out˝ �s2out; yF .ŒD1�/�s1in ˝ yF .ŒD2�/�s2in i
D h�s0out; . yF .ŒD1�/˝ yF .ŒD2�//.�s0in /i;

hence yF .ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/D yF .ŒD1�/˝ yF .ŒD2�/ as desired.

Now let ŒD1�; ŒD2� 2 D. EB/, and suppose that ŒD1� is composable with ŒD2� as
in Definition 4.12; we shall show yF .ŒD1� ı ŒD2�/ D yF .ŒD1�/ ı yF .ŒD2�/. Write
ŒD� D ŒD1� ı ŒD2� (as in Definition 4.12), and let k be a VH-tangle in S0 � .�1; 1/
whose projection gives a diagram equivalent to D, so that cutting k (see Definition and
Lemma 3.12) along an internal arc of EB yields VH-tangles k1 and k2 in biangles EB1
and EB2, giving diagrams equivalent to D1 and D2, respectively. Then we have natural
identifications @outk D @outk1, @ink1 D @outk2 and @ink D @ink2. For each state s0 of k,
by the cutting property (see Proposition 3.19(1)) we have

Tr!B.Œk; s0�/D
X

compatible s1; s2

Tr!B1.Œk1; s1�/Tr!B2.Œk2; s2�/;

where the sum is over all states s1 and s2 of k1 and k2 such that s1j@outk1 D s0j@outk ,
s1j@ink1 D s2j@outk2 and s2j@ink2 D s0j@ink . Note

h�s0out; yF .ŒD1� ı ŒD2�/�s0in i D h�s0out; yF .ŒD�/�s0in i D Tr!B.Œk; s0�/

D
X

compatible s1; s2

Tr!B1.Œk1; s1�/Tr!B2.Œk2; s2�/

D
X

compatible s1; s2

h�s1out; yF .ŒD1�/�s1in ih�s2out; yF .ŒD2�/�s2in i:

On the other hand,

h�s0out; . yF .ŒD1�/ ı yF .ŒD2�//�s0in i D h�s0out; yF .ŒD1�/. yF .ŒD2�/�s0in /i

D
�
�
s0
out; yF .ŒD1�/

�X
E"
h�E"; yF .ŒD2�/�s0in i�E"

��
D
X
E"
h�E"; yF .ŒD2�/�s0in ih�s0out; yF .ŒD1�/�E"i;
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where the sum is over all sign sequences E" 2 fC;�gj@outD2j. For each E", denote by
s2 the state of k2 such that s2j@ink2 D s0j@ink and s2j@outk2 D E" (using the horizontal
ordering of @outk2), and denote by s1 the state of k1 such that s1j@ink1 D E" (using the
horizontal ordering of @ink1) and s1j@outk1 D s0j@outk . Then this sum over E" can be
easily seen to be equal to the above sum over compatible s1 and s2. So we obtain
yF .ŒD1� ı ŒD2�/D yF .ŒD1�/ ı yF .ŒD2�/ as desired.

It remains to check the values on the elementary classes. Proposition 5.10(RT1) is
easily seen to match Proposition 3.19(2)(I). For Proposition 5.10(RT2) the values of
yF .ŒD�/ can be read from (3-7) of Lemma 3.20(1), with x1 and x2 playing the roles of
y2 and y1, and match the values of F.ŒD�/ by inspection. For Proposition 5.10(RT3)
the values of yF .ŒD�/ can be read from Proposition 3.19(2)(II), with y1 and y2 playing
the roles of x2 and x1, and match the values of F.ŒD�/. For Proposition 5.10(RT4),
the values of F.ŒD�/ match the values of yF .ŒD�/ as in (3-9) of Lemma 3.20(2) by
inspection. The remaining cases (RT5) and (RT6) can be similarly compared with the
items (3) and (4) of Lemma 3.20, respectively.

Lemma 5.13 (charge conservation of F ) If s is a state of a tangle diagram D in
EB that is not charge-preserving (defined as in Lemma 4.18), then the matrix element
h�sout; F .ŒD�/�

s
ini is zero.

This lemma is well known in operator invariant theory [30], and can also be directly
proved in the style of the above proof of Proposition 5.12, that is, investigate the behavior
under the tensor product and composition in D. EB/, and then elementary classes ŒD�.

5.5 Gabella biangle factors as twisting of Bonahon–Wong biangle factors

We continue from the last subsection, to compare Bonahon and Wong’s biangle quantum
trace and Gabella’s biangle quantum holonomy. We will see that they are not exactly
equal, but differ by the signed order correction amount defined in Definition 5.1; more
precisely, we need an operator version of it.

Definition 5.14 (signed order correction operator) Let b be a boundary arc of a
directed biangle EB , given the boundary-orientation; see Definition 2.1. Let Z be an
ordered finite set in the interior of b. Define the signed order correction operator of
the ordered subset Z on the boundary arc b as the linear operator

C.bIZ/ W V ˝jZj! V ˝jZj;
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given as follows. Let Z D fx1; : : : ; xjZjg, written in the increasing order with respect
to the horizontal ordering (see Definition 3.4) on Z coming from the orientation on b.
For each state s0 WZ!fC;�g, denote by �s0 the corresponding basis vector of V ˝jZj,

�s0 WD �s0.x1/˝ �s0.x2/˝ � � �˝ �s0.xjZj/ 2 V ˝jZj:

Then the map C.bIZ/ is defined by its values on these basis vectors given as

C.bIZ/�s0 WD !C.bIZ;s0/�s0

for all states s0 of Z, where C.bIZ; s0/ is as defined in Definition 5.1.

So C.bIZ/ is diagonal and invertible, with the inverse map given by

C.bIZ/�1�s0 D !�C.bIZ;s0/�s0 :

The following lemma is also one of the crucial technical tools of the present paper:

Lemma 5.15 (relationship between the operator invariants G.ŒD�/ and F.ŒD�/) For
any ŒD� 2 D. EB/,

F.ŒD�/D !2wr.D/C.boutI @outD/ ıG.ŒD�/ ı C.binI @inD/;

where the orderings on @outD and @inD (see (4-2)) are the vertical orderings.

Keep in mind that in Lemma 5.15, bout and bin are given the boundary-orientations (see
Definition 2.1), instead of the orientations described in Definition 4.9.

Proof We define

yG.ŒD�/ WD !�2wr.D/C.boutI @outD/
�1 ıF.ŒD�/ ı C.binI @inD/

�1:

The strategy is to show that yG.ŒD�/ respects the composition and tensor product
operations of D. EB/, and has same values as G.ŒD�/ on the elementary classes of D. EB/.
First, let ŒD1�; ŒD2� 2 D. EB/ and consider the tensor product ŒD1�˝ ŒD2� defined as
ŒD01[D02� with D01 and D02 as in Definition 4.12; we shall show that

yG.ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/D yG.ŒD1�/˝ yG.ŒD2�/:

Since D01 and D02 are disjoint, we have wr.D01 [D02/D wr.D01/Cwr.D02/. For any
state s0 of D01 [ D02, we can write it as s0 D s1 [ s2 for states s1 and s2 of D01
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and D02, so that the inward basis vector (4-6) for s0 is given by the tensor product
�
s0
in D �s1in ˝ �s2in 2 V ˝j@inD

0
1j˝V ˝j@inD

0
2j � V ˝j@in.D

0
1[D02/j. Note that

C.binI @in.D
0
1[D02//�1.�s0in /D !�C.binI.@inD

0
1/[.@inD

0
2/;s1Iin[s2Iin/�s0in ;

where s1Iin D s1j@inD
0
1

and s2Iin D s2j@inD
0
2
. Observe that

C.binI .@inD
0
1/[ .@inD

0
2/; s1Iin[ s2Iin/

D C.binI @inD
0
1; s1Iin/C C.binI @inD

0
1; s2Iin/

C
X

x2@inD
0
2;y2@inD

0
1

sgn.binI �!xy/s0.x/s0.y/:

Because @inD
0
2 is vertically and horizontally lower than @inD

0
1, and the boundary-

orientation on bin is going toward the horizontally decreasing direction, we have
sgn.binI �!xy/ D �1 for x 2 @inD

0
2 and y 2 @inD

0
1, and hence the third line equals

��Px2@inD
0
2
s0.x/

��P
y2@inD

0
1
s0.y/

�
. Likewise,

C.boutI @out.D
0
1[D02//�1.�s0out/D !�C.boutI.@outD

0
1/[.@outD

0
2/;s1Iout[s2Iout/�

s0
out;

where s1Iout D s1j@outD
0
1

and s2Iout D s2j@outD
0
2
. Observe that

C.boutI .@outD
0
1/[ .@outD

0
2/; s1Iout[ s2Iout/

D C.boutI @outD
0
1; s1Iout/C C.boutI @outD

0
1; s2Iout/

C
X

x2@outD
0
2;y2@outD

0
1

sgn.boutI �!xy/s0.x/s0.y/:

Because @outD
0
2 is vertically and horizontally lower than @outD

0
1, and the boundary-

orientation on bout is going toward the horizontally increasing direction, we have
sgn.boutI �!xy/ D 1 for x 2 @outD

0
2 and y 2 @outD

0
1, and hence the third line equals�P

x2@outD
0
2
s0.x/

��P
y2@outD

0
1
s0.y/

�
. Combining these, together with the fact

F.ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/.�s0in /D F.ŒD1�/.�s1in /˝F.ŒD2�/.�s2in /D .F.ŒD1�/˝F.ŒD2�//.�s0in /;

one obtains

h�s0out; yG.ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/.�s0in /i D !�.�/s0 h�s1out˝ �s2out; yG.ŒD1�/.�s1in /˝ yG.ŒD2�/.�s2in /i
D !�.�/s0 h�s0out; . yG.ŒD1�/˝ yG.ŒD2�//.�s0in /i;

where

.�/s0 D�
� X
x2@inD

0
2

s0.x/

�� X
y2@inD

0
1

s0.y/

�
C
� X
x2@outD

0
2

s0.x/

�� X
y2@outD

0
1

s0.y/

�
:
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Notice that s0 is charge-preserving (as defined in Lemma 4.18) if both s1 and s2 are
charge-preserving. In this case, we have .�/s0 D 0, and therefore

h�s0out; yG.ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/.�s0in /i D h�s0out; . yG.ŒD1�/˝ yG.ŒD2�//.�s0in /i
holds. When s1 or s2 is not charge-preserving, both sides of this equality can be easily
shown to be zero, using Lemma 5.13. Hence we get

yG.ŒD1�˝ ŒD2�/.�s0in /D . yG.ŒD1�/˝ yG.ŒD2�//.�s0in /:

Now let ŒD1�; ŒD2� 2 D. EB/, and suppose that ŒD1� is composable with ŒD2� as
in Definition 4.12; we shall show that yG.ŒD1� ı ŒD2�/ D yG.ŒD1�/ ı yG.ŒD2�/. If
we write ŒD� D ŒD1� ı ŒD2� (as in Definition 4.12), then by construction we see
that wr.D/ D wr.D1/ C wr.D2/. Note that there is a bijection between @inD1

and @outD2 that preserves both the horizontal and vertical orderings. Thus we have
C.binI @inD1/D C.boutI @outD2/

�1, in view of the boundary-orientations on bin and bout.
Now, note that @inD is naturally identified with @inD2, as @outD is with @outD1.
Combining all these, together with the fact F.ŒD1� ı ŒD2�/ D F.ŒD1�/ ı F.ŒD2�/,
one obtains the sought-for yG.ŒD1� ı ŒD2�/D yG.ŒD1�/ ı yG.ŒD2�/.
It remains to check values on elementary classes. For the case of Proposition 5.10(RT1) it
is easy to see that both yG.ŒD�/ andG.ŒD�/ are identity maps; see Proposition 4.15(GB1).
For Proposition 5.10(RT2), we have

wr.D/D 0; C.binI @inD/D id and C.boutI @outD/.�˙˝ ��/D 1:
So, we see that yG.ŒD�/.1/ D !�1.!�C ˝ �� � !5�� ˝ �C/, which equals G.ŒD�/
as desired. For Proposition 5.10(RT3), we have wr.D/D 0, C.boutI @outD/D id and
C.binI @inD/.�˙˝ ��/D�1, so yG.ŒD�/ sends �C˝ �� to !.�!�5/ and ��˝ �C to
!!�1 while sending other basis vectors to zero, just as G.ŒD�/ does, as desired.

For Proposition 5.10(RT4) as in Figure 7(IV) we have wr.D/D0, and for each state s0 of
D we have C.binI @inD/.�

s0
in /D s0.x1/s0.x2/ and C.boutI @outD/.�

s0
out/D s0.y1/s0.y2/,

so from Proposition 5.10(RT4) we get that yG.ŒD�/ is given by

�i ˝ �j 7!
8<:
!�1!�1.!2�i ˝ �j / if i D j;
!!.!�2.�C˝ ��C .!4�!�4/��˝ �C// if i DC and j D�;
!!.!�2��˝ �C/ if i D� and j DC;

which equals G.ŒD�/ as in Proposition 4.15(GB4). For the case as in Figure 7(XI) we
have wr.D/D0, and for each state s0 ofD we have C.binI @inD/.�

s0
in /D�s0.x1/s0.x2/

and C.boutI @outD/.�
s0
out/D�s0.y1/s0.y2/, so yG.ŒD�/ coincides with the inverse of the

map yG.ŒD�/ for Figure 7(IV), hence also matches G.ŒD�/ as in Proposition 4.15(GB4).
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For Proposition 5.10(RT5), we have wr.D/ D 1. For each state s0 of D, note
C.binI @inD/.�

s0
in /D s0.x1/s0.x2/ and C.boutI @outD/.�

s0
out/D�s0.y1/s0.y2/. So, from

Proposition 5.10(RT5) we get that yG.ŒD�/ is given by

�i ˝ �j 7!
8<:
!�2!!�1.!�2�i ˝ �j / if i D j;
!�2!�1!.!2��˝ �C/ if i DC and j D�;
!�2!�1!.!2.�C˝ ��C .!�4�!4/��˝ �C// if i D� and j DC;

which equalsG.ŒD�/ as in Proposition 4.15(GB5) as desired. For Proposition 5.10(RT6),
we have wr.D/D�1. For each state s0 of D, note C.binI @inD/.�

s0
in /D s0.x1/s0.x2/

and C.boutI @outD/.�
s0
out/ D �s0.y1/s0.y2/. So one can observe that the map yG.ŒD�/

coincides with the inverse of the map yG.ŒD�/ for the case of Proposition 5.10(RT5),
and hence equals G.ŒD�/ as in Proposition 4.15(GB6), as desired.

The above proof of Lemma 5.15 in particular provides a proof of Proposition 4.15,
the well-definedness of the invariant G.ŒD�/, as promised. Now, putting together
Definition 4.17, Lemma 5.15 and Proposition 5.12, we obtain a precise relationship
between the biangle factors of the two sides:

Lemma 5.16 (relationship between Gabella’s biangle quantum holonomy and Bonahon
and Wong’s biangle quantum trace) Let EB , B D .†0;P 0/, S0D†0nP 0 and ! be as in
Proposition 5.12. If ŒD; s0�2Ds. EB/ is the equivalence class of stated boundary-ordered
tangle diagram for the VH-isotopy class Œk; s0� of stated VH-tangles in S0 � .�1; 1/,
one has

(5-9) Tr!B.Œk; s0�/D !2wr.D/!@CB.k;s0/ TrHol!B.ŒD; s0�/;

where @CB.k; s0/ is the boundary signed order correction amount from Definition 5.1.

Proof For convenience, write s D s0 for now. Note that

Tr!B.Œk; s�/

D h�sout; F .ŒD�/�
s
ini (by Proposition 5.12)

D h�sout; !
2wr.D/C.boutI @outD/ ıG.ŒD�/ ı C.binI @inD/�

s
ini (by Lemma 5.15)

D h�sout; !
2wr.D/C.boutI @outD/ ıG.ŒD�/.!.�/1�sin/i (by Definition 5.14)

(with .�/1 D C.binI @inD; sin/; where sin D sj@inD)

D !2wr.D/C.�/1
�
�sout; C.boutI @outD/

X
E"
h�E"; G.ŒD�/�sini�E"

�
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D !2wr.D/C.�/1
�
�sout;

X
E"
h�E"; G.ŒD�/�sini!C.boutI@outD;E"/�E"

�
(by Definition 5.14)

D !2wr.D/CC.binI@inD;sin/h�sout; G.ŒD�/�
s
ini!C.boutI@outD;sout/ (by Definition 4.16)

D !2wr.D/!C.binI@inD;sin/CC.boutI@outD;sout/ TrHol!B.ŒD; s�/; (by Definition 4.17)

where the seventh line is with respect to horizontal ordering on @outD, and soutD sj@outD

in the eighth line.

One consequence of the above lemma is a proof of Lemma 4.18. Before proving
Lemma 4.18(1), the direction independence of Gabella biangle quantum holonomy, the
TrHol!B in the right-hand side of (5-9) should really be written as TrHol!EB . However,
since all other factors appearing in (5-9) are independent of choice of direction on B , it
follows that so is TrHol!EB.ŒD; s0�/, as asserted in Lemma 4.18(1). For Lemma 4.18(2),
the charge conservation property of Gabella biangle quantum holonomy TrHol!B , first
recall Lemma 5.13, which is the charge conservation property of the Bonahon–Wong
biangle quantum trace Tr!B . Note that the remaining factors in (5-9) are powers of !,
hence nonzero. The sought-for charge conservation property of TrHol!B follows.

5.6 Finishing the proof of the main theorem

We have only to assemble everything established so far to prove the sought-for term-
by-term equality (5-2). We first exclude the easy case. For each edge e of y�, let
be.J / be the net sum of signs assigned by J to the junctures lying over e. If there is a
biangle Bi (whose sides are ei and e0i ) such that bei .J /¤ be0i .J /, then by the charge
conservation properties (see Lemmas 4.18(2) and 5.13) it follows that the biangle
factors Tr!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/ and TrHol!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/ are zero, hence both sides of (5-2)
are zero. From now on, we may assume

(5-10) bei .J /D be0i .J / for all i D 1; : : : ; n:

The triangle part of the left-hand side BW!
y�.K

0IJ /D BW!
y�.KIJ / of (5-2) is

mO
jD1

Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/

D !
Pm
jD1 devOtj .Kj ;J j@Kj /

mY
jD1

ŒTr!Otj .Œkj;1; J j@kj;1 �/ � � �Tr!Otj .Œkj;lj ; J j@kj;lj �/�Weyl
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D !
Pm
jD1 devOtj .Kj ;J j@Kj /

� mY
jD1

Tr!Otj .Œkj;1; J j@kj;1 �/ � � �Tr!Otj .Œkj;lj ; J j@kj;lj �/
�

Weyl

D !
Pm
jD1 devOtj .Kj ;J j@Kj /

� nY
iD1
yZbei .J /ei

�
Weyl
D !

Pm
jD1 devOtj .Kj ;J j@Kj / yZ zKJ

D !�4
Pm
jD1 wrOtj .

zKJ
j
/
!2

Pm
jD1 wr.Kj /!

Pm
jD1 @COtj .Kj ;J j@Kj / yZ zKJ

where the first equality follows from (3-10) and Definition 5.5, the third from Definitions
4.23(G1) and 3.8, Proposition 3.15(2)(a) and (5-10), the fourth from Definition 4.23(G1),
and the fifth from Lemma 5.9. In view of Definition 4.23(G2):

!
�4PmjD1 wrOtj .

zKJ
j
/ D !�4wry�. zKJ / D q�wry�. zKJ /:

From Lemma 5.16 we see that the biangle part of BW!
y�.KIJ / is as follows, if we let

Di be the tangle diagram in Bi for the tangle Li in the thickening of Bi :
nY
iD1

Tr!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/D!2
Pn
iD1 wr.Di /!

Pn
iD1 @CBi .Li ;J j@Li /

nY
iD1

TrHol!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/:

Now observe:
Pm
jD1 wr.Kj /C

Pn
iD1 wr.Di /D wr.K/. Also:

Lemma 5.17
mX
jD1

@COtj .Kj ; J j@Kj /C
nX
iD1

@CB.Li ; J j@Li /D @C.†;P/.K; s/:

Proof Each edge of y� that is not a boundary arc of .†;P/ appears as a side of exactly
one triangle Otj and one biangle Bi , with opposite orientations, hence the corresponding
terms cancel each other. What remain are the boundary signed order correction amounts
for the boundary arcs of .†;P/, which form exactly @C.†;P/.K; s/.

Combining everything:

BW!
y�.KIJ /D

� nY
iD1

Tr!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/
�� mO

jD1
Tr!Otj .ŒKj ; J j@Kj �/

�
(by (3-11))

D !2wr.K/!@C.†;P/.K;s/
� nY
iD1

TrHol!Bi .ŒLi ; J j@Li �/
�
q�wry�. zKJ / yZ zKJ

D !2wr.K/!@C.†;P/.K;s/�. zKJ I!/ yZ zKJ : (by (4-7))

This proves the term-by-term equality (5-2), hence the main theorem of the paper.
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